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Murray sends new resolution to Calloway board
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
With a Feb. 1 deadline looming, the
Murray Independent Board of
Education approved a resolution limiting the non-resident students from the
county it will enroll in the 2005-06
school year. The resolution was
approved on a 3-2 vote in a special
meeting Wednesday night and is
expected to be discussed at a specialcalled Calloway County Board of
Education meeting tonight. Both boards
have to approve any non-resident contract for the coming year.
The resolution proposes the
Calloway board release average daily

attendance (ADA) funds to Murray
Independent Schools for certain county
school district residents enrolled in city
schools. Those students are limited to
those in kindergarten through 12th
grade on the amended 2004-05 non-resident contract and their siblings, as well
as children whose parent is a full-time
Murray Independent employee. The
Murray board will not accept any non,
resident students who do not fall into
those categories, according to the resolution. The city district will release.
ADA funds for any students residing in
its district but attending county schools.
The non-resident contract between
Murray and Calloway is supposed to be
submitted to Frankfort by Feb. 1. The

contract allows state per-pupil funding
to be transferred properly when students are enrolled in schools outside
their district.
Murray board chair Richard Crouch
said the resolution is a compromise —
a proposal on which both boards could
agree even though it doesn't satisfy
everyone.
"We need to get this done by Feb. 1,
and if we didn't make some kind of
compromise then it wouldn't get done
by Feb. 1," he said. "We had no reason
to believe Frankfort would extend the
deadline."
The resolution came after nearly
four hours in executive session. Murray
Superintendent Dale Reid said the pro-

posal was made in hopes of reaching an
agreement with the Calloway board and
allowing both districts to focus on educating children — not an enrollment
controversy.
"This was a very tough decision, as
you know with the split vote," Reid
said. "I think with in that there was the
issue of trying to protect school choice
versus trying to get a resolution in the
next week and a half before the deadline. If nothing else we can get our draft
budget in on time."
Crouch and members Jean Masthay
and Donnie Winchester voted in favor
of the proposal. Murray board vice
chair Jerry Duncan and member Stuart
Alexander voted against the resolution.

"I want to preserve parent choice
while working this out with Calloway'
for whatever is best for all students,"
Alexander said. "I mean that sincerely."
Of the 1,760 students in city schools,
911 of them actually reside in the county school district. But only 433 were
included in the 2004-05 non-resident
contract that Murray and Calloway
boards signed in October. After a Jan.
10 meeting, the board said 922 of the
city district's students were county residents, but that number has since been
modified. About 240 city district residents are enrolled in Calloway.

MI See Page 2A

Bush's message rings of hope Schools here
stress importance
of health,fitness
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By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
George W. Bush, awaking at
the dawn of a new term as
president. relished taking the
oath of office a second time
today, with four more years to
pursue freedom around the
world and push a legacy-setting agenda at home.
His father, the first
President Bush, was among
family and friends who joined
him for breakfast at the White
House on this historic day of
inaugural pomp and pageantry
for the first family and the
nation.
The president was in a cosmic frame of mind on the eve
of his inaguration as he anticipated placing his hand on the
Bible and promising once
more to faithfully defend the
Constitution.
Bush
was
beginning
Inauguration Day — officially
— at a worship service at St.
John's Episcopal Church near
the White House. At noon, he
was to become the 16th second-term president.
Freedom "is a cause that
unites our country and gives
hope to the world," he said
Wednesday evening just
before red, white, blue and
gold fireworks showered the
dark sky over the National
Mall. Then, reaching to his
religious faith, Bush said,"We
have a calling from beyond the
stars to stand for freedom. and
America will always be faithful to that cause."
Although Bush extolled
that heavenly blessing for the
cause of liberation, he also
acknowledged an earthly
recognition of the limits of
power. "I'm going to give it
my all for four more years, and
then I'm coming home to
Texas," he told cheering supporters.
His White House chief of
staff, Andy Card, said Bush
wants to make the best of the
time he has left in office.
"The president fully under
stands that he has an opportunity to change America and to
change the world, and the window of opportunity won't stay
open very long," Card told'
ABC's "Good
Morning
America."
The nation faces unsettling
threats from terrorists and anxiety about the steady uptick of
U.S. deaths in Iraq. There are
about
worries
Social
Security's future and stress
over the pricetag of medical
care and a slow job market.
Inaugurations, though, are a
time to talk about hope. "The

AP Photo

Fireworks explode over the White House during the "Celebration of Freedom" festivities on the eve of President Bush's second inauguration, in Washington,
Wednesday.

AP Photo

President Bush and first
lady Laura Bush attend
the Texas State Society's
Black Tie and Boots Ball
the week's first inaugural
gala
Wednesday
in
Washington.
survival of liberty in our land
increasingly depends on the
success of liberty in other
lands," Bush was telling inauguration watchers in this country and across the globe. "The

best hope for peace in our
world is the expansion of freedom in all the world."
More than a half million
people were gathering in the
snowy capital in near-freezing
temperatures for the swearingin at the West Front of the
Capitol and the traditional
parade down Pennsylvania
Avenue. Snipers were dispatched to rooftops and bombsniffing dogs into the streets.
Miles of metal barricades gave
a fortress-like feel to the city,
which is well acquainted with
post-Sept. 11 security.
The inauguration was to be
witnessed by his mother,
Barbara Bush, in addition to
his father, along with a host of
distinguished guests that
included former presidents
Carter and Clinton and their
wives.
Inauguration is a time of
unity for our country, the president said.
"With the campaign behind
us, Americans lift up our
sights to the years ahead and to
the great goals we will achieve
for our country. I am eager and
ready for the work ahead."
Bush, 58, begins his new
term with the lowest approval
rating at that point of any
recent two-term president —
49 percent in an Associated
Press poll this month. Iraq is

the dominant concern of
Americans, and Bush is the
first U.S. president to be inaugurated in wartime since
Richard Nixon in 1973.
Bush's inaugural address
had gone through 21 drafts as
of Wednesday afternoon and
was timed at 17 minutes. The
address Was designed to be
inspirational, leaving new initiatives to be spelled out in the
president's State of the Union
speech on Feb. 2.
On the eve of his inauguration, Bush and first lady Laura
Bush dashed around the city
from one party to another.
Some revelers partied into the
night, but Bush, never a fan of
formal affairs, was back at the
White House about 45 minutes
ahead of schedule.
Not everybody was cheering four more years of Bush.
He was the first president
since 1936 to be re-elected
while his party expanded
majorities in the House and
Senate. yet deep divisions in
the nation remain. Bush's 3
percentage point margin in the
popular vote was the lowest of
any incumbent president to
win re-election.
Some anti-Bushites took
vacations to get away from the
inaugural hoopla while others
flocked to Washington to give
the president a symbolic snub.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Not every student that will be
involved in a 10.000 Steps program at Murray and Calloway
County Middle schools is in
absolute need of participating.
Still, a rather high number of the
more than 350 sixth graders
have been classified as being
overweight or on the verge.
So the Murray-Calloway
County Youth Obesity Task
Force, who is organizing the
program, is hoping that, starting
today, not just the children in
need of losing weight can be
helped. hut those already fit can
learn some new things on how to
stay that way.
"They're still at a young
enough age that something like
this gives them an opportunity
to do something they still see as
fun. But what you're hoping is
they get to the point of also
believing it's a good thing to do.
It's also an old enough age,
though. where they start understanding how important something is," said Allison Lancaster
of the Center for Health &
Wellness at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. one of the participants in the task force that
also includes pediatricians, both
school district's nurses and
boards of education, teachers
and other officials.
Last year, a pilot program
involving a much smaller group
of students was conducted at

both schools and the results persuaded the task force to pursue
expansion to the entire class at
both campuses. Officials said
progress was evident in pearly
all the students that were in the
pilot project with none of them
reporting weight gain while
involved with the program.
When those same students
were measured after summer
break, though. the results were
rather alarming. "We re-calculated their body-mass index the
first day of school and found, in
most cases. their BMIS had risen
again," said Vicki Williams,
CalleVAIVIC school nurse. "So
we felt that because they didn't
really have to answer to anything in that time, because they
weren't being made accountable, they didn't stay with it."
One reason for the drop she
said could have been because
the device used to count the students' steps during a day —
pedorneter — was not kept in
their possession once the program concluded. This time,
thanks to a variety of entities
providing financial 'support, students will keep the pedometers.
something that seemed to have
students excited even before this
morning's start.
"I just talked to one of the
teachers (at MMS). and he said
the students are.already asking.
'When can I have my pedome-

III See Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHTIedger $ Times photo

With some of the pedometers to be distributed later in the
day visible in the box, Calloway County Schools nurse
Vicki Williams, right, discusses Thursday's opening to
the 10,000 Steps program at Calloway County Middle
School with Murray State nursing students, from left,
Kayla Elliott, Mandy Jones and Jessica Thompson.
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Revenue estimates bumped up for budget
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) —
Even with revised forecasts that
could
give
the
General
Assembly more money to play
with in a budget. one leading
lawmaker is concerned that Gov.
Ernie Fletcher's administration
is already spending more than
the state is taking in.
"We're showing the current
fiscal year in the hole by $85
million," House Appropriations
and
Revenue
Committee
Chairman Harry Moberly said
Wednesday.
Moberly, a Democrat from
Richmond,
said
repeated
requests for information from
the administration have not
brought the details requested.
Even so, Moberly said Fletcher,
a Republican, has moved more
money into the beleaguered
Medicaid program and promised
additional spending in higher
education and other areas.
"He's just spent more money
in all the agencies," Moberly

said.
Wednesday, receipts are expectSen. Charlie Borders, R- ed to be $280 million more this
Grayson, the Senate budget fiscal year and $208 million
chairman, said he shared more next year.
Moberly's pessimism about a
"I'm glad to have the new
budget even with larger tax pro- forecast. It will help," Moberly
said. "It doesn't mean that all
jections.
"My gut feeling is we're our problems are solved."
The budget is still hanging
going to be hundreds of millions
of dollars short, even with the because the General Assembly
last year failed to put together a
new numbers," Borders said.
Budget director Brad Cowgill spending plan for the state.
said he does not know how the Moberly said a similar scenario
legislators could reach conclu- may be on the horizon.
House Democrats last year
sions about potential shortfalls
since the revenue projections complained that Fletcher's tax
have just been released and no proposals came so late in the
total spending figures are avail- session they did not have time to
tackle a whole package.
able for the year.
Moberly said Fletcher has again
"I don't know where the $85
withheld information about tax
million comes from," Cowgill
changes he would like the legissaid.
lature to consider during the curThe official forecast from the rent session, which resumes
on
panel of economists is much Feb. I.
more optimistic about tax
"I personally think time is
receipts this year and next than wasting as we speak," Moberly
the outlook given to the 2004 said. "I was hoping we could
session. From the original fore- have something to reach consencast presented in January 2004 sus on the tax plan even before
to the estimates produced we get there in February."

Cowgill said he has had sev eral productive meetings with
Moberly and other lawmakers
and said Fletcher would outline
the "parameters" of his budget
and tax proposal on Feb. 2.
Fletcher and several of his
top aides, including Lt. Gov.
Steve Pence, fanned out across
the state last week to generate
support for tax changes. But no
specifics of a plan or a proposed
budget have been made public.
"We don't have the details we
would like to have." Borders
said.
Fletcher spokesman Doug
Hogan said in an e-mail that the
tax package will be similar to
the proposal made in 2004,
especially in the area of individual income tax. telecommunications tax and corporate levies.
Even with the increased revenues expected,Cowgill said the
legislature faces some "fairly
difficult decisions" about spending priorities because there will
not be enough money to satisfy
everything.

Sheriffs!Weise'
Calloway County Shoriff's Department
• An injury accident was reported at 4:13 p.m. Friday about 2 1/2
miles down toward Kirksey from Ky. 121.
• Extra patrol was requested at a Brooks Chapel Road residence
at 8:35 p.m. Friday because of a prowler.
• A caller from Ledbetter Road reported at 11.48 am Saturday
that between Dec. 18 and Jan. 15 someone stole the eye of the
residence's satellite dish.
• A caller reported at 7:37 p.m. Saturday someone stole her
father's ashes.
• A caller from Northwood Apartments reported at 7:33 a.m.
Sunday someone keyed her car. Murray Police Department was
notified.
• Marshall County Sheriff's Department requested at 9:25 a.m.
Monday mutual aid for the fire department at a Hardir
Wadesboro Road location. Calloway County Fire-Rescue was
notified.
Murray Police Department

• A counterfeit money order was reported at 12:26 p.m. Tuesday
at the Post Office.
•A male juvenile was reported shoplifting at Wal-Mart at 3:21 p.m.
Tuesday.
•A juvenile was arrested Tuesday for theft by unlawful taking less
than $300.
• A possible assault was reported at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 3:31 p.m. Wednesday. Four juveniles were to report
to the police station.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 5:13 p.m.
Wednesday.
• Extra patrol was requested Wednesday at a South 16th Street
residence because of prior prowlers.
Murray State University Police Department

•Fitness ...
From Front
ter?' That's good to hear." said
Murray's school nurse Pam
Oakley.
All of the students were to
have their body mass index
measured, which is computed

from a formula obtained from
their height and weight. From
there, they will be subjected to a
weekly progress report that will
update BMIs, along with provide homework assignments. In
addition, once a week, students
from
the
Murray
State
University
Department of
Nursing will be visiting the students to conduct a variety of
activities concerning nutrition,
exercise and other methods used
to achieve physical fitness.

MSU instructor Dana Manley
said the 10 graduate students
that will be going to the schools
each week are quite happy to
help. -They're in our community health program, so this seems
to fit what they're working on
very well...community health,"
Manley said. "They're also
aware of the problem obesity
presents in today's society. how
poor nutrition habits and lack of
exercise have quite serious consequences.
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WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
-Professional Installation
•10000 Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring

"They want to make a difference, and they've been having
brainstorming sessions to try
and com'e up with things they
can do with this to make it better
each week. They're really excitA study conducted the last
two years seems to show why
the task force has become more
intensive about the 10,000 Steps
program this year. For just sixth
graders of the two school districts, the percent of those classified as obese or on the verge was
above that of the state. In 2003.
20 percent of the districts' sixth
graders held that classification
with that figure rising to 31 percent last year.

•Proposal ...
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CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE
Office (866)936-6690
Cell (270) 293-8086
wvvw shopathomecarpets com

Open Daily 11 a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd.

762-0442

• A check belonging to a former MSU student was found in the
Quad area at 8:08 a.m. Tuesday when the grounds crew was
checking the area. Numbers listed for the individual have beer
disconnected. The officer returned the check to the bank and a
report was taken.
• Possibly stolen or recovered property was with an individual at
Public Safety at 12:12 p.m. Tuesday.
• MSU property was recovered at Country Hearth Inn at 12:41
p.m. Tuesday.
• A burglary was reported at 3:11 p.m. Tuesday at Franklir
College. A television was stolen from a room. A report was taker
and the theft is under investigation.
• A burglary was reported at 3:39 p.m. Tuesday at Franklin
College. A Play Station and movies were taken from a resident's
room. A report was taken and the theft is under investigation.
•A caller reported at 9:26 p.m. Tuesday her ex-boyfriend is in the
lobby restroom at Regents College threatening to harm himself.
A report was taken and the counseling and testing staff was notified.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies

From Front

WEATHER

-This has developed into a
situation where not everyone is
going to get what they want,"
Reid said after the meeting.
"What the board did tonight will
minimize the number of students currently enrolled having
to change districts."
Kentucky Department of
Education officials are waiting
until after the Feb. I deadline to
meet
with
Education
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit
about what to do next regarding
the state's role in the non-resiNOTICE
dent,enrollment dispute between
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold a the two local districts.
special called meeting at 6
Murray Independent Schools
p.m. at the district's central
will be assessed a financial
office The meeting will involve
penalty as a result of misreporttwo items, both of which will
ing their non-resident enrollbe conducted in executive
ment, but the amount and time
session. The first will cover a
frame over which the money
student disciplinary hearing.
will be due has yet to be deterThe second will be held to dismined, according to Kyna Koch,
cuss possible litigation.
associate commissioner of the
•To report a Town Crier
Kentucky
Department
of
item, call 753-1916.
Education's district support
service office, which handles
school funding for local districts
, MURRAY
including ADA money. What to
do if Calloway and Murray cannot reach an agreement for
1001 Whitnell Ave.
2005-06 also has yet to be determined, Koch said.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
The Calloway board can
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Managing Editor
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Slone Ganger
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Joh Stephens
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Office Mgr.
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Tammy Thompson
district and how much ADA
Business Mgr
Rita Boggess
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John Peck, President and CEO of Heritage Bank, handed over the
keys to the bank's 125th Anniversary PT Cruiser to winner,

Crawford

Hopkinsville, Kentucky. • Velma

was
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Velma

one of hundreds of

entrants during Heritage Bank's year-long anniversary celebration. The giveaway event was held in honor of Heritage Bank's 125-year history of financial
operations in western Kentucky. She has even decided to leave the car as is,
decals and all, so be on the lookout for Velma in her new PT cruiser!
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includes funding for transportation costs and special needs students, among other components.
as reported by local district officials. Last year, Murray received
$3,540 per student in state funding based on the SEEK formula
Calloway's per-pupil funding
was $3,526.
"As we've said before, mistakes have been made in this district over six year's time," Reid
said of the misreported non-resident students. "I can only hope
Calloway will work with us tc
amend those contracts and look
at this proposal for 2005-06 as a
good faith compromise so both
districts can move forward with
planning."
Calloway
Superintendent
Steve Hoskins said the county
school board will look at the resolution at its meeting tonight.
"We'll discuss this whole situation again and this proposal will
be part of that," he said this
morning.
Susan Miller, a county school
district resident who has a 4year-old, told the board its proposal eliminated school choice
for students not yet in kindergarten.
"I don't even have the
option," Miller said after the
board came back into open session. "You took school choice
away from me and all other
future Calloway County residents."
Board members reminded the
audience of four women that the
proposal addresses only the
2005-06 year and just because
the Murray board approved it
doesn't mean Calloway's board
will.
"We aren't going to make a
decision for another year from
now," Masthay said. "We are
talking about next year. A lot can
change."
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Cemetery with military rites to be conducted at
companion. Jennifer Newman.
the graveside. Visitation is now at the funeral
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ezell
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner &
home.
,
Murray
y-Almo
Road,
Kirkse
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ezell, 81,
Orr Funeral Home of Paducah. Dr. Rick Dye will officiate. Burial
at
a.m.
Mr. Long, 58, Benton, died Monday. Jan. 17,
10:50
at
2005,
19,
Jan.
day.
Wednes
died
ity,
commun
Kirksey
will follow in the Brooks Memorial Park.
at 9:45 a.m at his home. An ironworker,
2005,
her home.
be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
will
on
Visitati
he worked out of Local #782 in Paducah. An
A homemaker, she was a secretary for the Farm Bureau for many
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart
.
Army veteran, he was a member of Benton
Church
st
years. She was a member of Kirksey United Methodi
Association, P.O. Box 182039, Dept. 013, Columbus, Ohio, 43218Jan.
Born
e.
2000.
y
Nazaren
of
Februar
in
Church
died
Ezell.
Earl
Her husband, Doris
039
,
One brother. Vernie Don Long, preceded him in death. He was
7, 1924, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Toy
son of the late Venue Henry Long and Edith Henrietta Burgess
the
Jones.
Buron Jones and Mae Ross
am
ingh
Cunn
t
A.
Rober
husand
Long. Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patricia Sue Lovett Long:
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Phyllis Robinson
Robert A. Cunningham, 87, Mayfield, died Tuesday, Jan. 18, one daughter, Mrs. Susie Curtner, four sons. J.J. Long. David
,
brother
one
;
Kirksey
of
all
Ezell,
band, Lynn, and Ms. Pamela Kay
2005, at 6:40 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Carroll, Danny Carroll and Shane Carroll, and one brother, Ernie
Harold L. Jones and wife, Faye, Carrollton, Texas; four grandchilA retired plumber, he was a member of Woodmen of World John Long, all of Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Sue Harned, Benton, and
and
,
Calif.,
Corona
,
Richard
d.
dren, Lisa Aeschliman and husband,
Fraternal Organization and of High Point Baptist Church, Mayfiel
Johns. Louisville; nine grandchildren.
Patrick Robinson and wife, LOIi, Brad Robinson and wife, Deanna,
preceded him in death. He was the Mrs. Joyce
gham,
Cunnin
Myrtle
wife,
His
seven
;
Kirksey
of
all
Billy,
and Autumn LeAnn Speed and husband,
son of the late Cash Cunningham and Lillie Cash Cunningham.
great-grandchildren.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Lynda Wyatt and Mrs.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Judy Meredith, both of Bonita Springs, Ha.; one son, Robert Allen
ments
Cunningham, Nanticoke, Md.; six grandchildren, Lynn Webster, Jeff
and
Meredith, Jenna Richardson. Chris Cunningham, Emily Fowlie
ldren.
Chester Martin Jr.
randchi
great-g
five
44
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The funeral for Chester Martin Jr. will be Friday at 2 p.m. at First
will be Friday at II a.m. in the chapel of Brown
funeral
The
e.
Baptist Church, Paducah. The Rev. Kevin McCallon will officiate.
Funeral Home of Mayfield. The Rev. Don Embry will officiat
in
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
*i
4t
His grandchildren will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow
.
arrangements, but no visitation is scheduled.
Gardens
y
Memor
d
Mayfiel
the
,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8:30 p.m. today
2890 Broadway, Paducah, Ky., 42001, or to Lifeline Ministries, (Thursday).
2806 Morgan Ln., Paducah, Ky., 42001.
Mr. Martin Jr., 50, Friendship Road, Paducah, died Tuesday, Jan. Mrs. Lula Duncan Weatherford
18, 2005, at 8:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Lula Duncan Weatherford, 84, Mayfield, died Wednesday.
His father, Chester Martin Sr., preceded him in death. He was Jan. 19, 2005, at 1:05 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
born Jan. 25, 1954.
Mayfield.
memSurvivors include one daughter, Mrs. April Noveski, and his
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Company, she was a
Mrs.
sisters,
Stock OTC5021
two
h;
d.
mother, Mrs. Mary Payne Martin, both of Paduca
Mayfiel
Christ,
of
ber of 7th & College Street Church
Mo.;
ia,
Columb
,
Saliger
Judy
Or
Mrs.
and
h,
Jackie Patterson, Paduca
One sister, Era Mae Riley, and two brothers, James Ralph
two brothers, Robert L. Martin, Lexington, and William Martin, Duncan and Howard E. Duncan, all preceded her in death. She was
•America's Best Selling Car
and
.
Paducah; three grandchildren, Paige Noveski, Tyler Bray
the daughter of the late Howard R. Duncan and Ethel Milan Duncan
William.Noveski, all of Paducah.
$20,674
Survivors include one son, Thomas D. Weatherford, Mayfield:
MSRP
both
two sisters, Mrs. Thelma Holland and Mrs. Elizabeth Holland,
- 1.683
Peppers Discount
Terry Stivers Sr.
of Roseville, Mich.; several nieces and nephews.
y,
Tuesda
died
- 600
h,
Toyota Customer Cash
Terry Stivers Sr., 54, Aurora, formerly of Paduca
A graveside service will be Saturday at II a.m. at Highland Park
Benton.
l,
Hospita
County
l
Marshal
at
Jan. 18, 2005, at 12:22 p.m.
Cemetery, Mayfield. Josh Ketchum will officiate.
to S
Your Cost.
He was the owner and operator of Stivers Overhead Doors.
Visitation will be at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, from 5
Preceding him in death were two sisters, Dorothy Coomes and p.m. Friday.
,
Nicely Equipped,...
APR'
of
Wanda Burris, and one brother, Charles Stivers. He was the son
on
Roberts
ne
Christi
Thelma
the late William Lewis Stivers and
Jerry H.(AA, Skunky) Long
Stivers.
The funeral for Jerry (AA, Skunky) Long will be today
Survivors include three sons, Terry Stivers Jr., Tracy Stivers and (Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
,
Chad Stivers, and five grandchildren, Rex, Meghan, Morgan
the Rev. Joel Frizzell and the
Mrs. Home, Benton. The Rev. Jack Clark,
Cheyenne and Courtney Stivers, all of Louisville; one sister,
will follow in the Salyer,
Burial
e.
h; his Rev. Glen Whipple will officiat
Sherry Abernathy, Kevil; one brother, Ronnie Stivers, Paduca
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Plan would limit
Medicaid patients'
access to name-brands
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — on prescriptions, Turner said.
than
The state is considering emer- The state can save more
to
capping
by
year
a
million
$80
reduce
help
to
gency regulations
of
the cost of Medicaid that would three a month the number
limit access name-brand. med- brand-name drugs allowed for
waiver is
ications and what the state pays each patient, unless a
granted. Patients, however,
for them.
Commissioner would not face caps on generic
Medicaid
Shannon Turner said the admin- drugs, which are usually cheapistration hopes to issue the new er.
Allergy sufferers, for examregulations as early as Friday.
could be prescribed generic
ple,
a
save
would
The changes
as $6
projected $100 million for one antihistamines for as little
allergy
name
Brand
month.
a
year.
$100.
Medicaid's mounting $4.2 pills can cost as much as
•Cuts to some payment rates
billion-a-year bill covers doctor,
plans to
hospital and prescription-drug to pharmacies. The state
are
which
—
ts
paymen
its
lower
discosts for 683,000 poor and
set stanabled or elderly Kentuckians. based on a nationally
by 4 perThe latest proposals focus on the dard price for drugs —
proposed
$820 million spent each year on cent. Turner said the
high when
prescription drugs. Medicaid's rate is still "very
cial
commer
the
to
ed
compar
.
single biggest expense
on
Last year, Gov. Ernie market," and that the reducti
$20 milthan
more
save
would
protration
adminis
r's
Fletche
jected that costs would exceed lion.
•Reductions to fees applied
anticipated funding by about
some drugs administered in
to
year,
fiscal
this
million
$526
homes. The move could
nursing
which ends June 30.
million,
Medicaid officials said save more than $1
care
erm
Long-t
said.
Turner
that
reduced
they've
Wednesday
or 4
2
charge
ly
current
es
faciliti
to about $110 million, by cutting
administer
the number of medicines some cents each time they
drugs, such as
people take and the amount that a dose of some
cases, the state
many
In
.
Tylenol
pharmacies are paid for certain
equivalent of
the
for
$40
pay
can
drugs.
because of
Tylenol
of
bottle
a
governfederal
Because the
add up quickment covers 70 percent of total those fees, which
Medicaid costs, that means the ly, Turner said.
The proposals drew immedistate's share of the reduced
from some
deficit estimate will be about ate objections
reducpercent
4
"The
groups.
said.
Turner
,
$35 million
state,
the
to
small
seem
may
tion
s
The three major rule change
but it's a huge hit to the commuinclude:
Brian K.
• Limits to the number of nity pharmacies,"
studies
policy
of
director
Bruen,
id
brand-name drugs a Medica
for the National
h
resrArc
and
get.
can
t
recipien
Chain Drug
Brand-name drugs account Association of
for 78 percent of state spending Stores, said.

Western Kentucky University bars
rnity houses
booze from frate
(AP) — Western Kentucky

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
University has approved a ban on alcohol in all fraternity and
ty's
sorority houses. President Gary Ransdell and the universi
administrative council unanimously approved the move following a December recommendation from the campus safety advisory committee.
"I think there's certainly enough evidence in just the past four
to five months that there is a connection between alcohol-related
Joe
deaths and parties at fraternity and sorority houses," said
tee.
commit
y
advisor
safety
campus
the
of
rman
co-chai
Thins,
.
Schools
City
Green
g
and assistant superintendent of Bowlin
stuBetween September and December of 2004. at least six
parafter
deaths
-related
dents died across the country in alcohol
ties at fraternity houses.
"We felt we needed to be proactive and not wait until a tragedy
such as that hit," Tinius said.
are
Sorority houses will not be affected by the ban since they
alcohol-free by choice.
and
Gene Tice, Western's vice president for Student Affairs
were
nts
preside
chapter
ty
fraterni
Campus Services, said
informed of the policy change on Wednesday.
be the
Phi Delta Theta member Chris Weyghandt, 22, used to
go alcoto
decided
house
their
said
and
nt
preside
chapter
WKU
hashol-free in the late 90s. Weyghandt said having a dry house
es.
activiti
-related
alcohol
on
n't cut back
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Deb Riechmann

The First Go-Around
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush will spend 17
minutes sketching overarching
goals for his second term
Thursday even as debate still
AP File Photo
swirls over how he fulfilled
promises made in his first inaugural address.
Former President George
H.W. Bush gave his son an "A"
By Will Lester
for the Inauguration Day speech
he delivered in a bone-chilling
drizzle four years ago. The
- presiiiPtit's critics, however, still
are challenging the first-term
actions that grew out of that
address.
Seasoned by two wars and a
terror attack that ravaged symbols of American power, the
Texas governor who catapulted
to power after a hair's-breadth
Democrat Network and led an
WASHINGTON (AP) —
election victory in 2000 feels
aggressive campaign to win
Howard Dean's hard-charging
emboldened by his re-election.
Hispanic voters to support
race to head the Democratic
Midway through his presiDemocrats.
National Committee is gaining
dency, though, Bush's job
early momentum that recalls
•Martin Frost, a former
approval ratings are in the high
the streaking start of his 2004
Texas congressman who led the
40s or low 50s. That's as poor a
presidential campaign.
Democrats' congressional camrating at the start of a second
On Tuesday, the former
paign committee and raised $80 term as any re-elected presiVermont governor announced
million over two election
dent's in more than 50 years.
he had the unanimous backing
cycles.
With deep deficits, a lackluster
of the Florida delegation to the
job
market, no exit strategy
former
a
Roemer,
Tim
II
DNC and also the support of
Iraq and skepticism of the
from
the
and
an
congressm
Indiana
Democratic chairs in
States abroad,
United
group.
the
most conservative of
Mississippi. Utah, Oklahoma,
say they will be lisDemocrats
some
of
support
win
could
who
Washington state and Vermont.
in Bush's
humility
for
tening
moderate DNC members but
He plans house parties around
speech.
from
also could face opposition
the nation later this week, like
Bush was humble in his first
the ones he used while trying to advocates of abortion rights.
address when he said,
inaugural
gain the Democratic presidenformer
1111 Wellington Webb,
purpose without
show
"We'll
tial nomination.
mayor of Denver, who is the
arrogance."
Dean dominated the
only black candidate and has
Nevertheless, that's not the
Democrats' presidential race
long-standing ties within the
impression Bush has conveyed
through 2003. raising more than Democratic Party.
around the world. Since the
$40 million and recruiting thou•David Leland, a former
United States led the mission to
sands of supporters through the
Ohio Democratic chairman and
overthrow Iraqi President
Internet.
veteran party activist who toutBut when the voting started
Saddam Hussein with relatively
ed his success helping President
in Iowa. Dean stumbled as
Democrats rallied around a can- Clinton win Ohio eight years
ago.
didate they thought was more
electable — Massachusetts Sen.
•Fowler, an up-and-coming
John Kerry.
Democratic strategist and son
Dean's six opponents for
of a former national chairman.
DNC chair, capable party
with experience running camactivists with many friends
paigns in more than a dozen
inside the party, don't have
states.
Dean's high profile and the
Efforts to recruit high-profile
organizational track record that
s to Dean like Iowa
alternative
in
politics
party
revolutionized
Gov. Tom Vilsack and former
the presidential campaign.
labor secretary Alexis Herman
They'll be competing to see
were unsuccessful.
which one can be the antiA sign of nervousness within
Dean.
the
party was the intense camare
veterans
party
Many
paign by some within the party
nervous that the outspoken
to recruit current Democratic
Dean will lead the party too far
to the left and are eager to rally
Chairman Terry McAuliffe to
around an alternative candidate. stay in the position. McAuliffe
"The question about Dean is: said the race is still very open
While he will have a third of
The party holds two more
the vote easily, can he get to 50
weekend regional forums for
percent?" said Donnie Fowler,
the candidates — in
one of Dean's opponents. Then
Sacramento. Calif. and in New
Fowler referred to Dean's presi- York before the vote in
dential campaign.
February.
"Dean had the oranges,"
"All the candidates are up
Fowler said, -but he couldn't
there laying their plans out,"
make orange juice."
McAuliffe said. "It's still wide
Candidates competing to be
open."
the party establishment's alternative to Dean are:
Will Lester covers politics
•Simon Rosenberg, a
pollingfor The Associated
and
shrewd party strategist who
Press.
New
centrist
the
founded

POLITICS TODAY

A lost4.Bid
the Dean-NC

little international support, the
president's reputation in some
countries, including many in
Europe, is one of brashness and
inflexibility.
Bush's next secretary of
state, Condoleezza Rice, has
promised to undertake a major
foray into public relations
across the globe. "The time for
diplomacy is now," she said
Tuesday during her confirmation hearing in the Senate. The
time for diplomacy is "long
overdue," retorted Sen. Joseph
Biden, D-Del., the ranking
Democrat on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.
Some major issues Bush
raised in his 2000 inauguration
speech:
II Education: 'Together we
will reclaim America's
schools," Bush said.
While Bush pushed through
Congress the most demanding
education law in a generation,
education leaders remain frustrated over its requirements,
said by many to have been
enacted without offering the
money to pay for them. Many
Democrats who supported it
criticize what they call lackluster spending and enforcement
under Bush's leadership.
Members of both parties say
some parts of the law need
work, including the way school
progress is measured. Bush not
only defends the law but wants
to expand some of it's testing
requirements to high schools.
•Weapons: The president
said he would "confront
weapons of mass destruction so
a new century is spared new
horrors."

Bush says it was worth it to
sacrifice U.S. troops and billions of dollars to overthrow
brutal regimes in Iraq and
Afghanistan. So far, more than
1,350 have died in Iraq alone
since the U.S.-led invasion in
March 2003,justified largely by
the administration's assurances
that Saddam had and was willing to use weapons of mass
destruction. The White House
acknowledged just last week
that it has stopped trying to find
such weapons. Some foreign
policy experts. meanwhile, contend the war in Iraq took Bush's
eye off more immediate threats
from North Korea and Iran,
where nuclear tensions continue
to grow.
II Taxes: Bush pledged to
reduce taxes to "recover the
momentum of our economy."
He muscled tax cuts through
Congress, but budget surpluses
long since have disappeared
and deficits are soaring .
Although the economy's recovery is firmly rooted, businesses
still retain caution, one reason
they haven't gone on a hiring
spree.
II Social Security: "We will
reform Social Security," Bush
said, yet the issue gained little
traction in his first term.
The president says Social
Security needs to be partly privatized or "the system will be
flat broke, bankrupt" by the
time Americans in the 20s reach
retirement age. The president
wants to let younger workers
invest part of their payroll taxes
in private investment accounts.
If nothing is done, the nation's
20-somethings won't get government retirement checks,

Bush says. Democrats insist
Bush is manufacturing a crisis,
and the system's shortcomings
can be fixed with less drastic
measures.
"He's going to need some
Democratic support to get
things done that he wants to do,
and the inaugural address is a
cost-free time to do it," says
Roderick P. Hart, a government
professor at the University of
Texas at Austin who has written
extensively about presidential
communications. "If he chooses
not to, it's a dangerous oversight."
The White House says Bush
has reached out to Democratic
lawmakers in Congress and will
do so again in his second term.
"We certainly came together
to move forward in the aftermath of the Sept. 11 attacks, to
take significant steps to win the
war on terrorism and protect the
homeland," White House press
secretary Scott McAllen said
Tuesday. "This is a week when
the president will talk about the
importance of coming together
to work together to achieve big
things."
Bush needs at least to appear
to be attempting reconciliation
in his speech, says Wayne
Fields, a specialist on political
rhetoric at Washington
University in St. Louis.
"But with more and more
money being spent to win, inaugurations have become more a
celebration of victory without a
conciliatory tone," Fields says.
"In this election, the right
wing has a sense that they
should spike the ball in the end
zone.-
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
'Crazy for You'starts '05 Playhouse season
all-American girl.
But how do you save a rundown theatre? as his love. Polly Baker,
Rehearsals have begun for Crazy for You,
Broadway producer Bela Zangler will be
show, of course.
the first show of the season. The classic Why, you put on a
E. Molloy. Lank
Under the direction and musical direction portrayed by Brien
1930's musical by Ken Ludwig, features
Deadrock's only
of
owner
the
music and lyrics by George and Ira of Stephen Keene, Crazy for You combines Hawkins,
by Joshua M.
life
to
Got
"I
brought
be
like
will
classics
saloon,
several Gershwin
Gershwin.
Away
debutante, is
That
York
Take
New
Roth,
Can't
Irene
-They
".
Byrne.
Rhythm
Though he is heir to a wealthy banking
You" with being played by Elizabeth Powell.
eable
"Embrac
and
Mc"
From
ay
Broadw
of
family, Bobby Child dreams
octane dance segments, choreographed
The performance dates are Feb 24-27,
stardom. But Bobby can't seem to find a high
Adams.
Tracey
by
break...until he's sent to a depressed Nevada
Mar 3-6, with tickets set to go on sale
The cast of 30 features some of the hest January 31
mining town to foreclose on a rundown thetalent in the Purchase area. Bobby
young
Polly
with
love
in
y
instantl
Falling
atre.
Call the Playhouse at 759-1752 for furis being played by John Shuler
Child
r,
Baker, the theatre owner's feisty daughte
information.
ther
featured
is
Quertermous: Alexandria Farris
Bobby rethinks his plans.

AP Photos

Jamie Foxx, left, poses with the award he won for best
actor in a musical or comedy for his work in Ray, at the
52nd Annual Golden Globe Awards on Sunday. At right,
Leonardo DiCaprio poses with the award he won for best
actor in a drama for his work in The Aviator.

Diverse field
leaves Oscar
race up in the air

'The Affections of
May'features actor
with MSU connection
Steve Hudgins also makes his
Market House Theatre debut
playing Daniel Quinn. Hudgins
is from Chicago, but he has
made Dawson Springs his home
for the past six years. Hudgin's
theatre credits include "Oliver"
and "A Christmas Carol," both
performed at Madisonville's
Glema Mahr Theatre.
Bill Gary IV from Grand
Rivers returns to the Market
House mainstage playing Brian
Henning. He has appeared in
several film and television projects. Gary's MHT credits
include 'The Boys Next Door"
and "Proposals."
MHT veteran and Paducah
resident Steve Schwetman plays
Hank Beavis. Schwetman is a
native of Metropolis, Ill.
Schwetman's Market House
Theatre credits include "Murder
At The Howard Johnson's" and
"Cash On Delivery."
Ticket prices are $15 each
with a senior discount of $12.50
and
Thursdays
available
Sundays. For more information.
call the Market House Theatre
box office at 270-444-6828.

PADUCAH, Ky. — "The
Affections of May" performs
through Feb. 5. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday performances are at 7:30 p.m. Sunday
performances begin at 2:30 p.m.
Parental discretion is advised for
ages 13 and younger.
"The Affections of May" follows the lives of May and Brian
Henning, a couple who moves
from the big city to a small town
to run a bed and breakfast. Stacy
Wyatt of Murray makes her
Market House Theatre debut
with the role of May Henning.
May loves it, but Brian bails
out soon after leaving May alone
in life, business and the focus of
small town gossip. With Brian
out of the picture, May suddenly
becomes the object of affection
for the town's single men.
Written by Norm Foster, this
hilarious look at life proves that
laughter and romance can be
found in some very surprising
places.
A native of Cadiz, Wyatt's
theatrical experiences include
various roles with Twilight
Cabaret productions and with
Murray State University.

was so gracious to me five years
By DAVID GERMAIN
when we were both nomiago
AP Movie Writer
She gave me good advice
nated.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
was gracious, and she's
she
and
Globes
Golden
year ago, the
ion.
inspirat
an
brought sharp focus to what ultiit's just unfortunate
think
"I
prea
be
to
proved
mately
seen as winners
are
things
that
seaiictable Academy Awards
losers, because in the end,
and
son.
the performances all speak for
This time, the Globes have themselves and make everyone.
left the road to the Oscars a I think, a winner. I'm just honfuzzy one.
ored to have my name menPotential Oscar front-runners tioned with her."
Hilary Swank of the boxing saga
Like Swank and Bening,
"Million Dollar Baby" and lead-actor winners Foxx and
Jamie Foxx of the Ray Charles DiCaprio seem poised as chief
film biography "Ray" came Oscar contenders. DiCaprio,
away with lead-acting prizes at who won for dramatic actor,
Sunday's Globes.
normally would have the inside
But the Globes were a split track at the Oscars. which favors
Jecision for perpetual Oscar Globe drama winners.
also-ran Martin Scorsese, wtiose
But Foxx, the Globe winner
Howard Hughes epic "The for actor in a musical or comedy,
Aviator" won for best drama, yet probably will emerge as the
missed out on the directing Oscar favorite. His role as
honor, which went to Clint Charles goes head-to-head with
Eastwood for "Million Dollar DiCaprio's turn as Hughes for
Baby."
heavy-duty drama, and his porGlobe wins for underdogs trayal was an uncannily spot-on
Clive Owen and Natalie emulation of the singer, who
Portman. co-stars of the sex died last year.
irama "Closer," leave the sup"It's a beautiful thing for Ray
porting-actor Oscar categories and everything he leaves us,"
wide open. Morgan Freeman of said Foxx, who had a record
-Million Dollar Baby" and Cate three Globe nominations but lost
Blanchett of "The Aviator" had the other two, supporting movie
been viewed as more likely actor for -Collateral" and TV
favorites.
movie or miniseries actor for
Add in lead-acting Globes for "Redemption."
two other Hollywood veterans,
"The Aviator" was the top
Leonardo DiCaprio as Hughes Globe winner with three troin "The Aviator" and Annette phies. With its grand scope,
Bening in the theater farce weighty drama and vibrant re'Being Julia," and the Feb. 27 creation of early Hollywood,
()scars could be an anything- "The Aviator" now is positioned
eoes scenario across the board.
as a possible front-runner for the
The Oscars last year followed best-picture Oscar. an honor that
be Globes' lead to the letter. All has eluded Scorsese.
behind
filmmaker
The
four acting recipients preceded
their Oscar triumphs with Globe "Raging Bull," "GoodFellas"
wins, while "The Lord of the and "Gangs of New York" also
Rings: The Return of the King" has never won the directing
followed its dominant night at Oscar, potentially giving him the
the Globes with a clean sweep of sympathy vote among members
its 11 Oscar categories, includ- of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
ing best picture and director.
Yet best-picture and director
Bening won the musical or
comedy actress Globe for honors often are divided at the
-Being Julia," playing a gleeful- Oscars. Scorsese could end up in
ly vengeful 1930s stage diva. It such a split with Eastwood, a
was the first awards-worthy role best-picture and directing Oscar
Bening has had since "American winner for "Unforgiven."
A major production from
Beauty" five years ago. when
she was the front-runner, but lost perennial Oscar contender
the Golden Globe dramatic prize Miramax,"The Aviator" was on
and the best-actress Oscar to the awards radar for a year or
underdog Swank for "Boys more before its debut last
December. "Million Dollar
Don't Cry."
Not wanting to jinx her Oscar Baby" crept up quietly. coming
Eastwood's
:fiances, Bening sidestepped a just a year after
River,"
question backstage at the Globes acclaimed "Mystic
Oscars for
acting
won
to
which
wear
would
she
what
about
Robbins.
the Oscars. 'Trick question," Sean Penn and Tim
River,"
"Mystic
Like
Bening quipped.
may
Baby"
Dollar
n
"Millio
fighter
Swank, playing a
from arriving
whose life turns tragic, won the have benefited
that precedes
Jramatic-actress Globe for without the fanfare
s.
hopeful
Oscar
big
many
She
"Million Dollar Baby."
the same
s
picture'
Oscar
"This
l
potentia
the
yed
iownpla
way," Eastwood said. "Let peorematch with Bening.
ple discover it for themselves
comas
it
see
really
"I don't
see if they like it, and if they
and
said.
Swank
petition,"
it builds its own life."
then
do,
-Annette's amazing, and she

Art Award

Photo provided

Murray Middle School Fourth Grader Joel Ferguson
recently received third place with his piece "Ruby
Maze" in the recent ste=atewide Ruby Anniversary
Art Contest.
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Also a Chinese auction
was conducted.
The club will meet Jan.
27 at 2 p.m. at Dumplin's
with Kathy Kopperud as hostess.

The Ensemble of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club entertained at
the December meeting of the
Murra‘ Magazine Club held
at the Garden Gate.

up will meet
Mother to Mother tgro
group for breastfeeding moms,

Beginning computer
classes are scheduled
'Three different introductory
computer classes, offered by
Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education.
are currentl taking registrations.
The classes are open to the
public and are designed to help
the beginning user become more
confident with important, everyday computer applications.
The "Getting Started with
('omputers' class is designed
to help build confidence for
beginners s ith little or no experience.
A variety of topics will be
discussed, using updated technology and the Windows Operating System. Learn the basics

IlingHills
user
& Gifts
5 RAY
-1.7MUR
532
HWY.6471N
EU

—11-800472-8852

Murray's
Kentucky
Certified
Nursery
Professionals

of computer usage and terminology' in this laid back, student-driven course.
The class will meet for three
consecutive Thursdays. Feb. 10,
17 and 24, from 6 to 8 p.m.
"Introduction to Microsoft
Word" will help participants
learn and use Micros'oft's widely used word processing program. Hands-on sessions will
include instruction on shortcuts and ways to customize
documents to your needs.
The class will meet for three
consecutive Mondays, Feb. 14,
21 and 28, from 6 to 8 p.m.
"Introduction to Microsoft
Excel Class" will help participants learn and use Microsoft's
spreadsheet program.
This hands-on course teaches participants how to organize, calculate and analyze data
using this program.
The class will meet for three
consecutive Tuesdays, Feb. 15
and 22 and March 1 from 6
to 8 p.m.
All three classes will meet
in room 209 of the Collins
Industry and Technology building on the Murray State campus. Space in each class is
limited.
For more information, or to
register. contact the Center for
Continuing Education at 7623659 or 1-SO0-669-765-I, ext.
3659
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Murray State University's

Evening Care
Preschool &
Primary Program
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Children ages 2-8 with and without
day nights.
Available 4:30 — 9:30 p.m. Monday through Thurs
a snack.
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r
Cost is $10 per night, which includes dinne

Contact Marion Carmen at 762-3899

opment Center
Located in the Ruby Simpson Child Devel
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on the campus of MSU behind Waterfield

Open Tues. Jan. 18
Drop-ins Welcome.
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will meet
Twin Lakes Antique Club
obile Clubs of America

Twin Lakes Region Antique Autom
will have a dinner meeting tonight at 6 p.m. at Majestic Steak
House. Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles. Visitors are welcome. For more
information call Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Rict-:
gley at 753-1829.

duled
Soccer Registration sche
ation will have reg.-.
r

Murray-Calloway County Socce Associ
istration for the spring soccer season at The Trophy Ca..*:
1203 Chestnut St.. Murray. Dates and times will be on todai:
and Jan. 27 from 5 to 8 p.m. and on Saturday and Jan. 29:
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Parents or guardians registering for;
their children should have the last four digits of your child''
Social Security number available.
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Open Mon.- Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207
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Spring classes scheduled at West Kentucky College
PADUCAH, Ky. —West cycles to bookbinding to her
Feb. 22
Kentucky Community and Tech- return to fine arts on
2:30 p.m. at Padto
1:30
from
ed
announc
has
nical College
ucah McCracken County Pubthe spring schedule for "Learnlic: Library.
at
55."
ing for Fun Begins
March classes offered are
There is a wide v variety the following:
of programs targeted to sen• Safety for the Elderly iors. The cost is $25 for one A representative from the Pador all of the classes in the ucah Police Department will
spring semester. Each class has present a program to inform sena. different topic. The partici- ior citizens about things to
to do for
pant is not required to attend watch out for and
safety
financial
and
l
persona
every class offered. They can
on March 2 from 1:30 to 2:30
which
for
those
attend only
p.m. at McCracken County
tbey have an interest.
Library.
. A total of 12 classes will
III Genealogy - Vonnie Shelbe offered during the spring ton, McCracken County Library
semester.
Assistant. and Marj Heyduck
February classes offered will present a workshop on
of
Use
and
are the following:
"Genealogy
•Tour of the Marshall Nemer Research Material" on March
Pavilion and Emergency Room 8 from 1 to 2:30 p.m. at
at Lourdes - Dr. Vanderboegh, McCracken County Library.
Lourdes ER Physician, "Signs
•Spring gardening - Kathy
of Heart Attack and Stroke," Keeney, University of Kentucky
on Feb. 1 from 10 to 11 a.m. Cooperative Extension Agent
in the Doug Borders Commu- for Horticulture will present a
nity Room in the Marshall Nemer program on spring gardening.
Pavilion at Lourdes.
She will also talk about garMI Intermediate Computers - dening when persons have
Boyd, instructor at arthritis and other aches and
Kaye
WKCTC. A bhef course on Windows XP, File Management and
Word 2002. Good mouse and
keyboard skills are essential.
Six sessions starting Feb. 3
from 1 to 2:30 p.m. at Training Center Computer Lamb,
Nemer building on campus. Limited enrollment. If you cannot
attend. call 1-270-354-3335 to
cancel your registration so those
on the waiting list can be contacted to attend.
MI Navigating Your Public
Library - Join Library Director
Mahe Liang and Adult Services
Manager Nancy Reed to learn
about information services and
resources at the McCracken
County Library. Limit 30. Walking is required. Feb. 9 from
10 to 1130 a.m. in the library
meeting room.
• Artist and Bookbinder Kim O'Donnell who operates
the Sallie Pell School for Artisan Crafts and shows her artwork at Rumor Studio will discuss the progression of her
career from working with motor-

pains on March 23 from 1 to
2 p.m. at the Extension office
on Olivet Church Road.
III History of Grace Episcopal Church Architecture - Bill
Black Jr. will present a program and tour on the history
and architecture of the church
on March 29 from 2 to 3 p.m.
at Grace Episcopal Church, 820
Broadway, Paducah.
MI Musical "My Fair Lady" Norman Wurgler, WKCTC professor, will present a discussion concerning the musical on
March 31 from 3:30 to 4:30
p.m. at WKCTC campus.
Clemens Fine Arts Center, room
109.
April class offerings are the
following:
• Nuts & Bolts of Appraising Antiques - Gerald (Jerry)
Snook, WPSD-TV's "What's it
Worth Appraiser," will tell members how he evaluates antique
furniture and glassware. Participants may bring one item
for appraisal. This will be Apnl
5 from 130 to 3 p.m. in the
fellowship hall of United Church
of Paducah, 4600 Buckner Lane.
III Land Between the Lakes

Three WOW presidents

- Bus tour on April 12 leaving
Whitehaven at 8:30 a.m. First
stop will be a "stroll Back in
Time" at The Homeplace, followed by a Stop at the Elk
and Bison Prairie site Lunch
on your own at Lake Barkley
State Resort Lodge at 1:30
p.m. Bus will return to Paducah about 4 p.m. Bus and LBL
cost will be $17. A separate
check for the trip should be
made out to WKCTC Senior
Trip and is not refundable
Enrollment limited to 47.
MI Ways to Improve Memory - Kelly Nicholls, manager of
Physician Relations at Lourdes
Hospital, will make a presentation memory. She is the former assistant program manager for Lourdes Behavioral Health
Unit. This will be Aphl 19 from
10 to 11 a.m. at Borders Community Center of the Marshall
Nemer Pavilion at Lourdes Hospital.
Persons may visit the website at Http://training.westkentucky.ketes.edu and click on 55+
classes for call 1-270-534-3335
for information or to register.

—
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Three presidents of Woodmen of World get together at
to
a recent Habitat Blitz Build in Murray. Pictured left
Corp..
KY
W.
nt
right are James A. Schwartz, preside
and
James Mounce, president Woodmen of the World,
Murray.
728.
Lodge
nt
Mildred Horn, preside
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Fleming Furniture Is Celebrating The
'Grand Opening OfIts New Murray Store!-'
3060 Hwy. 641 North, Murray, KY
The celebration is taking place at ALL 4 Fleming
locations in Paducah, Benton and Murray!

'Miss Ellie' will
perform at Fort
Donelson park
DOVER, Tenn. -- Celebrate
Women's History Month at Fort
Done!son National Battlefield
Park with "Miss Ellie."
Historical interpreter Ellen
M. DiMaggio will portray "Miss
Ellie" for schools and the general public on March II and
12.
A former teacher and public library manager. DiMaggio
has been captivating audiences
across the South with her public programs about 19th cenWry women.
On March II at 10 a.m. she
will focus on "The 19th Century Wardrobe."
On March 12. she will present two performances at II
a.m. and 1 p.m. on "Women's
Roles in the Civil War."
All programs are appropriate for all age groups.
For more information about
these programs or other 2005
events, contact the visitor center staff at 1-931-232-5706 or
at
website
the
visit
www.nps.gov/fodo.
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Trump's'Apprentice'
back, maybe Broadway
By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Donald Trump is humming a
Broadway melody as "The
Apprentice" returns for its third
season Thursday.
Trump said he and fellow
Mark
producer
executive
Burnett are weighing a stage
musical based on the NBC reality series about competition
among corporate jobseekers.
"We are really looking at it
and we've had a lot of interest
from Broadway," Trump said
Tuesday.
The real estate mogul, known
for excess rather than understatement, predicted a musical
adaptation "would be a smash."
The proposal is being shaped. he
said, promising more details
later.
In an NBC telephone news
conference, he also predicted
more success for the hit TV
show that gave birth to his trademark phrase,"You're fired!"
The latest version, which
begins with a 90-minute episode
8:30 p.m. EST Thursday, pits
nine college graduates against
an equal number of entrepreneurs with high school diplomas
in what NBC is billing as "book
smarts against street smarts."
Trump. who attended the
University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School of Business and
calls himself a believer in the
alue of education, said he was
impressed by the skills of the
non-college contestants.
They are "maybe more driven because they have a little chip
on their shoulder," he said.
The series' prize is a job with
a Trump enterprise.
Asked if he felt pressure to
hire a woman after the first two
seasons ended with male winners, Trump — who's getting
married for the third time on
Saturday — said no.
"The women have done very
well on the show ... in many
cases better than the men," he
said. adding: "I can't think like
that, because then it just
becomes statistically who's
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As the lead soared past 30. Louisville coach
Rick Pitino was happy his team maintained its
level of play.
"It's a tribute to our guys. No mental or physical letdown at all," he said.
Taquan Dean scored 13 and Juan Palacios had
12 points and 10 rebounds for the Cardinals(ISwho outrebounded the Pirates 60-41.
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OXFORD, Miss. (AP) —
Kentucky is getting used to
playing its best late in games.
Now the Wildcats want to stop
playing so poorly earlY in
them.
Twice this season, the No.8
Wildcats have rallied from
deep firsthalf
deficits to
claim
improbable
wins,
y over
victor
53-50
a
ing
includ
Mississippi on Wednesday
night during which Kentucky
trailed by 15.
Freshman Rajon Rondo
scored 11 of his 13 points in
the second half of a win strikingly similar to Kentucky's
60-58 win last month at
Louisville in which the out-ofsync Wildcats trailed by 16.
"We've really got to get
over the hump and start exe-

cuting in the first half," guard
Ravi Moss said. "We've got to
start putting together two
halves, just got to start focusing on the first half and get
things done."
Ole Miss had the ball trailing 51-50 in the final
moments, but Kendrick Fox
missed a 3-pointer with 19
and
play
to
seconds
Kentucky's Patrick Sparks hit
two free throws to extend the
Wildcats' lead to three.
Londrick Nolen's desperation 3-pointer at the buzzer
bounced harmlessly off the
back iron, giving the Wildcats
their ninth win in 10 games.
"We struggled shooting a
little more (in Oxford) than
there, but it was pretty bad,"
said Sparks, who also iced the
Louisville win with three free
throws. "It just showed we've
got a lot of heart and toughness."

Kelenna Azubuike had II
points and Chuck Hayes added
10 points and 10 rebounds for
the Wildcats (13-2, 4-0
Conference),
Southeastern
who trailed most of the way
and were held to their lowest
point total of the season.
"Chuck Hayes put us on his
back." coach Tubby Smith
said. "He and Rajon got on the
boards tonight, and it got contagious."
Smith noticed a carryover
after the Wildcats were uninspired during their afternoon
shootaround.
"I told them if we didn't
match their intensity, it would
be a long night. and it was,"
Smith said.
Ole Miss coach Rod Barnes
wasn't disappointed in the
Rebels' effort, just the result.
"We didn't back down,"
Barnes said. "We weren't
afraid."

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
One of Murray State's
longest-running basketball rivalries is in jeopardy.
According to officials from
Western
MSU and
both
Kentucky. the hoops series
between the Racers and
Hilltoppers may not be renewed
for the 2005-06 season, and possibly for future seasons.
Murray head coach Micg
Cronin said on Wednesday that
he had been informed that the
series would not continue.
"All I know is what I've been
told — that (Western) does not
intend to continue our set*
with them,- noted Cronin. "Fin
hoping that that won't actually
happen. I'm hoping that we can
both come together and realite
that it's a great rivalry for both
sides.
"1 think we all need to
remember the support we both
get from the people in this
region. Neither program would
be what it is today without the
support of our fans. This series
is important to both teams' fans,
so I hope we can get it worked
out."
Western
and
Cronin
Kentucky athletics director
Wood Selig both said that scheduling priorities are a major concern when considering whether
or not to continue the 144-game
rivalry, which began in 1932.
Both the Ohio Valley
Conference and the Sun Belt
Conference are in the process of
either expanding or considering
expansion of their league schedules.
The 11-team OVC is scheduled to go from its traditional
16-game slate to a 20-game
ledger next season, which will
leave the Racers with less
opportunities to schedule nonconference games.
"We really need to know
whether or not we're going to
play them because it puts us in a
Cronin
situation,"
tough
explained. "It would give us
more flexibility if we didn't play
them. But, at the same time. I
know the fan support is what
makes it a special game.The Sun Belt currently plays
a 14-game league schedule.
However. Selig says the conference is considering upping that
number to either 16 or 18
games.
"We're trying to determine
where the Sun Belt Conference
is going relative to the schedule." Selig said this morning
from his office on the Bowling
Green campus. "Obviously.
(schedule expansion) would
impact our non-conference
schedule.
"It would certainly make
sense to play Murray State
because its a good rivalry game.
But there are a lot of moving
pieces to consider."

See SERIES Page 2B

f the gloves for Pats
Big Ben pulling of
ship
\PITTSBURGH(AP)— Ben
Roethlisberger is issuing this
warning to the Patriots: The
gloves are coming off for the
AFC championship game.
Roethlisberger is one victory
away from becoming the first
rookie quarterback to take a
team to the Super Bowl. But
since he threw two interceptions
in a playoff victory over the Jets
gloves.
wearing
while
has
ear
handw
Roethlisberger's
become Pittsburgh's No. I topic
•
of debate.
To a city that grew accustomed to the tough-guy Super
Bowl Steelers of the 1970s, who
played in bare sleeves no matter
the weather, it was unsettling to
watch a quarterback in gloves.
With snow showers forecast
for Sunday night and the likelihood of a wet, sloppy field,
Roethlisberger plans to discard
the gloves. That should please
those Steelers fans who remember Hall of Fame quarterback
Terry Bradshaw beating teams
barehanded.

Pittsburgh victory that ended
New England's 21 -game win"I'm going to try to go with- ning streak.
"I didn't think anybody could
out it," said Roethlisberger, who
wore a glove on his left hand but stop the Colts." Roethlisberger
not his throwing hand in prac- said. "Their offense is so powertice Wednesday. "If it's wet, it ful in what they do, but New
makes it worse (to throw). We'll England obviously finds a way.
see if we can go without this ... They do so many things,
throw so many things at you. If
week."
Maybe Roethlisberger is they can slow down that offense,
expecting. ahem, a bare-knuckle who knows what they can do to
brawl against the Patriots, ours"
To keep the pressure off
whose perplexing defenses
throttled NFL MVP Peyton Roethlisberger. the Steelers
Manning of the Colts during probably will try to pound the
New England's 20-3 second- ball from the start with powerful
backs Jerome Bettis and Duce
round victory.
a
threw
who
rback
Staley, who will split time in an
If a quarte
record 49 touchdown passes this effort to wear down the Patriots
New England's run defense
season can't do anything against
a Bill Belichick- and Romeo will be weakened if lineman
Crennel-designed defense, how Richard Seymour. perhaps its
can a raw rookie expect to do best defensive player, can't play.
He didn't practice Wednesday
much better?
er
isberg
Roethl
because of a sore knee and is
ly,
Actual
already has, throwing for two listed as questionable.
That's why the Steelers don't
scores — and no interceptions
— during a nearly flawless per- necessarily need Big Ben to win
formance Oct. 31 in a 14-20 the biggest game of his life.

AFC Champion

AP

Steelers' rookie quarterback Ben Roethlisberger
will not wear gloves for this
week's AFC Championship
game against the New
England Patriots.
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Nobody can protect your ALITD
any better than we cant

With commissioner Gary
Bettman and union chief Bob
Goodenow out of the picture
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct GB
W
—
18 20 474
Boston
—
18 20 474
Philadelphia
1
17 21 447
New York
2
17 23 425
Toronto
4
14 24.368
New Jersey
Southeast Divon
L Pet GB
W
—
29 11.725
Miami
22 15.595 5 1/2
Washington
21 16.568 6 1/2
Orlando
8 27229181/2
Charlotte
20
7 29 194
Atlanta
Central Division
GB
Pct
L
W
—
23 14 622
Cleveiano
1/2
15.605
23
Detroit
4
19 18.514
Indiana
17 19.472 5 1/2
Chicago
10
13 24 351
Milwaukee
Wednesdays Games
Boston 92, Chicago 83
Toronto 98 New York 81
Philadelphia 107. Charlotte 105
Miami 111. Atlanta 92
New Jersey 96. Milwaukee 90
New Orleans 90. Indiana 87
'San Antonio 80, L A Clippers 79
Memphis 88. Phoenix 79
Cleveland 107, Portland 101
L A Lakers 93 Minnesota 90

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
32 9 780
San Antonio
24 12.667 5 1/2
Dallas
22 18 550 9 1/2
Memphis
11
20 19 513
Houston
6 32 15824 1/2
New Orleans
Northwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
27 10.730
Seattle
81/2
19.500
19
Minnesota
16 22421111/2
Denver
15 23 39512 1/2
Portkind
14 26 35014 1/2
Utah
Pacific Division
L Pet GB
W
—
9.775
31
Phoenix
26 11 703 31/2
Sacramento
1/2
8
21 16.568
L.A Lakers
12
18 20.474
L A Clippers
12 27 30818 1,2
Golden State
Tocley's Games
L A Clippers at Dallas, 6 p.m
Houston at Orlando, 7 p.m.
Cleveland at Sacramento, 9'30 p m
Friday's Games
Toronto at Washington, 6 p.m.
Dallas at Charlotte. 6 p.m.
Houston at New York. 6130 p.m.
Boston at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Indiana at Miami, 7 p.m.
Atlanta at Chicago, 7.30 p.m.
Detroit at Milwaukee. 8:30 p.m.
Memphis at Denver, 9:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Phoenix, 930 p.m.
Minnesota at Seattle, 930 p.m.
Golden State at L A Lakers, 930 p.m.

al hours in a lounge at Chicago's
O'Hare International Airport,
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The bid to jump-start NHL
labor negotiations has done just
that, spawning a second round
e
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ing the Wildcats' victory over Campbell University on
of directors chairman Harley
Hotchkiss spoke Wednesday and
the sides agreed to meet again
Thursday, this time in Toronto.
"We engaged in good dialogue," Linden said.
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series' current contract, which
Attempts to reach MSU inter- was a four-year agreement.
im AD Kenny Roth Wednesday
The football series between
and today were unsuccessful.
the two schools has been dorWestern leads the all-time mant since the 2000 season. The
series by a wide margin, having last meeting in the series came
won 95 times to the Racers' 49 in 2002, but that matchup was in
ictories. The 'Toppers won this the first round of the Division Iyear's contest, 82-72, on Dec. 4
AA playoffs.
at the Regional Special Events
g
Center. This year's meetin
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LeBron scores triple-double

a
PORTLAND. Ore.(AP)— LeBron James could be in for quite
rs
Cavalie
nd
Clevela
few more nights like this, just as long as the
win.
the
James had 27 points, 11 rebounds and 10 assists to become
the
and
,
-double
triple
a
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to
history
NBA
youngest player in
to send
night
day
Wednes
107-101
Blazers
Trail
the
beat
rs
Cavalie
Portland to its fifth straight loss.
"I think he could go out and play for a triple-double every night
doesn't
and get it.- Cavaliers teammate Jeff McInnis said. "But he
play for that, and that's a credit to him."
• Lamar Odom was 20 years and 54 days on Dec. 30, 1999, when
mark
he had one for the Los Angeles Clippers. James beat Odom's
by 34 days.
winning is the most
"I just want to create an atmosphere where
goals. I could care
ual
individ
not
"It's
said.
James
thing,"
important
less about individual goals.
g
"I'm going out and averaging good numbers. But we're winnin

UK women look to break skid at Mississippi State

and I'm happy."

SportsBriefs

III The Mayfield-Graves County Baseball-Softball Association is
sixth
sponsoring a basketball tournament for boys in the third through
ent
grades March 4-5 at Mayfield Middle School. A basketball tournam
the
at
11-12
March
held
be
will
grades
sixth
through
third
the
in
for girls
For
middle school. The entry fee for teams is $100 for each tournament.
more information, call Brad Shelton at 856-3882, Cheryl Boyd at 6745880 or Pat Powers at 705-0219.

Ky.—
LEXINGTON,
Riding a two-game winning
streak in league play, the
Kentucky women's basketball
team "travels to Starkville, Miss.,
Thursday in search of its first
Southeastern Conference road
win. Tip off is set for 8 p.m. EST
in Humphrey Coliseum and the
game will be carried live on
WLXG 1300 AM with Chris
Cross. The Wildcats are coming
off back-to-back SEC wins over
No. 18 Georgia and Ole Miss
heading into Thursday's contest.
Kentucky (13-5, 2-1 SEC)
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defeated Ole Miss 70-63 on
Sunday after hitting clutch freethrows down the stretch. Senior
guard/forward Sara Potts, playing her second consecutive 40minute game, led four UK
players in double figures with a
team-high 17 points and freshman guard Chante' Bowman
notched her first career doubledouble with II points and II
rebounds.
Potts is leading the team with
14.8 points per game, while
freshman center Sarah Elliott
follows with 11.2 points per
game. Junior forward/center
Jennifer Humphrey is bringing
down a team-high 7.4 rebounds

per game, while sophomore
point guard Angela Phillips has
dished out a team-high 75
assists this season.
"This is an important road
game for us," UK Coach Mickie
DeMoss said. "Mississippi State
is playing extremely well at
home and they are on a ninegame winning streak there. They
have one of the best players in
the conference in Tan White and
she is very hard to contain. We
must go there focused and ready
to play and be ready to stay
intense on defense."
Mississippi State (13-3, 2-1
SEC) is coming off of an 83-71
loss at Arkansas on Sunday

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
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AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRA
office!
our
by
come
or
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

AGES, INC.
BETTER BUILTYOUGAR
CAN TRUST!
EXPERIENCE
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530 • Melber. KY
('HECK THESE FEATURES:
A 1 concrete floor reinforced
I Sell-supporting 2x6
with wire mesh
trusted rafters 2 ft. 0C
B 12 footing
117 plywood/O.S.B.
J.
C Polyurethane
K. Seal down shingles
Linder concrete
L Overhang covered
o Anchor bolts
114 Overhead steel
concrete
door
E Treated botioiplates
.4 N Steel service too'
F. Coyish gr.
O 2x4 fascia
studs
aluminum covered
G 7/16- 0.S.B
P 2410 headers
undersiding
0. 444 raised curb
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
Location
We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty

COMPARE OUR ouALtry & VALUE
Delthie Models ire hardboard siding
56.775
CAR (12x201
57.575
•-..AR 08'20)
$7995
,1FIGE CAR 122x221
S807';
2 CAR
$.)
cir..1E 2 12 CAR '..4r3u,
510.575
Lx361
511.075
•RGE 3 CAR (30001
514.675
,0,401

vinyl
Deluxe Models
57.275
11/2 CAR 024201.
. 57.975
2 CAR (181201 .
. 58,375
i22x221
58,475
2 1 r-AP
59 17$
LARGE 7 14 CAR (24x30i
..510.975
LARGE? 1,2 CAR (24x36i
511.475
LARGE 3 CAR (304301 .
krs
.
1304401

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT cA,1 US'
Cheek us out online for custom built garages
and portahin hiplelino at ..vvvvit MN:prat:les row

which snapped the team's 12game winning streak. The Lady
Bulldogs are riding a school
record nine-game home winning
streak. Senior guard Tan White
ranks second in the nation in
scoring with a 22.3 points per
game average. She has tallied
five double-doubles on the season, including a 29-point, 10rebound performance against
the Lady 'Backs. White also is
the team's leading rebounder
with 7.9 boards per game.
The

Lady

Bulldogs

are

coached by former Kentucky
head coach Sharon Fanning, in
her 10th year at Mississippi
State. Farming's record with the
Bulldogs is 166-116. She compiled a 134-97 record in her
eight seasons with the Wildcats.
Fanning is 7-4 against UK since
joining Mississippi State. UK
Coach Mickie DeMoss is 1-4 in
her career vs. the Bulldogs.
The Wildcats lead the alltime series with the Bulldogs
14-13, but Mississippi State has
won eight of the last nine meetings between the two schools,
including five straight in
Starkville.

Undy hater,
11Worn Untidy 1,170iorci
To ram on your az hisanct
conincl us Today(
609 Bal. St.• 763•5142

TV, radio
GOLF
2 p.m.
USA — PGA Tour. Buick Invitational,
first round, at La Jolla, Calif
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — lows at Minois

8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Marquette at DePaul
9:30 p.m.
FSN — Arizona at Oregon
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TNT — Houston at Orlando
930 p.m.
TNT — Cleveland at Sacramento
TINIS
la p.m.
ESPN2 — Australian Open, early
round at Melbourne. Australis

LocaNy
PREP BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
WNBS, 1340 AM — Murray High boys
vs Reiland
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Over

16 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown1927
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-19
ay-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753or stop by our office at 1001 Whithell Ave. — Office Hours: Mond

VISA
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Four Rivers

Assistant for Curriculum
and Instruction

Notice
THE Carousel, LLC
Inventory Clearance
selected items up to
50% off New items
daily. 1051-F North
16th St (270)753-4005

Tuvia Trust
McKenzie
Oct 30,2004
07s.9 az.

21"
Adam &

IN TIME FOR SPRING!
Established, FULLY
equipped Nursery for
lease All you need is to
grow & sell 270-7590690
MSU graduate offenng
Spanish classes For
more info., please call
759-3879

Check us out
on the Web!

www.murrayledger.com

STEVE "1 IDNIER

MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the right people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech
Our business office
needs an expenenced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. If you'd
like to join our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795.
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.
NOW Hiring house.keeping Apply in person only Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N
Murray
NOW taking applications for service station
attendant. May pick up
applications at Max's
641 Citgo, 516 S.12th
St. No phone calls.

The Calloway County Board of Education
has an immediate opening in the Central
Office for a full-time position as the
and
Curriculum
For
Assistant
Instruction. The primary responsibilities
include:

This position requires a bachelor's degree
(preferably in a related field), proficient
computer skills in word processing, database applications, and desktop publishing. Excellent organizational, oral and
written communication, and public relations skills are necessary for the successful candidate. Applicants must enjoy
working with a variety ofindividuals and
have the ability to prioritize and process
multiple work assignments while maintaining an efficient office operation.

753-1752

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
03/01/05 to 12/31/05

Happ)
Birthday

a
L1

AUTO technician with
GM experience full
time. Customer satisfaction top priority.
Good track record, driver's license, drug test,
and background check
required. Excellent pay,
401K, and insurance.
Please see Tom 8 to 5.
through
Monday
Larry
Friday.
Pontiac
Stovesand
GMC, 3100 Irvin Cobb
Paducah.
Or,
EOE/M/FN/H
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant, part time.
Extremely organized
and detail oriented.
to
only
Resumes
Muhleman
Psychological
Consulting Services,
503 Poplar St. Murray,

HEALTHCARE sitter
ooking for nighttime
work sitting in your
home, hospital room,
or nursing home room.
753-7129, leave name
on
number
and
answering machine.
WANT to enjoy your
weekends with your
family? I'll clean your
house. Call Kim 4926196
WILL baby sit in my
References
home
available. (270)2269675
WILL do private silting
with elderly. CNA certified. Call Carla at 4365356 or 752-0045

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store? I have the place.
and lots of books. Let's
make a dealt P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY

42071

O0y11

MOM COMPUTERS

A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
7110.3556

Applications in store or at Moviegallery.corn
Apply online at Groovejob corn
Then send your resume or application to
Jeremy Smith
District Office
Go Movie Gallery
1201 East 5th Street
Metropolis, IL 62960

SER ALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

Now taking applications for
service technicians. Apply
in person at 1604 State
Route 121 N in Murray.
Mud to Buy

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.

Times
First Corn*• First Serve

We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633

Wont to Buy

aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid 10r
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

FIXER upper house o
barn. Minimum 1 acre
within 10 miles of
Murray. Owner finance.
761-3136

Behavioral Health
has the following
position available:
Office Clerk - Murray/Calloway Co;
Mii/MR - Duties include typing. filing,

receptionist, processing correspondence,
medical records, etc. QUALIFICATIONS:
H.S. graduate or equivalent, efficient typist.
knowledge of general office procedures.
Minimum Salary: $532.05 hi-weekly. Send
resume to: Terry Hudspeth, Chief Operations
Officer. Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway. Paduach. KY 42001. Open until
filled. EOE
160
Nome Furnishings
WANT to buy: by
owner, brick, 38R, 1.52 baths. 1,400-1,600
sq.ft., garage or carport, on small lot. South
or southwest of Main
St. In good condition
Price in $80's. 270753-5065

FLEXSTEEL sofa and
chaise Neutral color,
like new. Ph 270-7537492
SOFA loveseat, TVs,
electric dryer, wood
rocking chairs, antique
bed, end tables and
more 492-6205

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

TWO brown La-Z-Boy
excellent
recliners
condition. $200 each or
both 5375 270-4928668

Articles
For Sale

WHITE canopy baby
bed. $60. Costume
jewelry. large vahety of
colantiques and
Tooters
lectibles.
Antique Mall, Hazel.
KY 492-6111

28 gallon gas caddy
with hand pump. $200
759-9702
MODINE 60.000 BTU
hanging gas shop
heater. $80. 489-2277

1995 2 bedroom. 2
baths on 2 lots. 4365277

Want to buy- Old
money & jewelry. CalINEW. never used
Lincoln AC/DC welder
753-6793.
$300. (270)436-6235

.t, sit 1,
You S.,11
ur Stuffi

Mediacom
Direct Sales Representatives
Earn $50,000 + annually

Do you have these qualifications'?
• The ability to work independently
• Excellent communication skills
• Ability to achieve sales goals
THEN MEDIACOM IS FOR YOU!!!
Mediacom is accepting applications for
Direct Sales Representatives. Mediacom
is a recognized leader in the telecommunications arena, offering cutting edge technologies to our communities. We offer
services such as digital cable, high definition T.V., digital video recording, and high
speed internet access. We continue to
grow through the acquisition of new customers while maintaining a solid customer base. The ideal candidate will possess a thorough understanding of selling
in an entrepreneurial environment.
Excellent communication skills are critical. Previous selling experience is a plus.
Travel is required within the service area.
Guaranteed starting base salary with
unlimited earning potential. Mediacom
offers an excellent benefit package
including health insurance, paid vacation,
flex and holiday time, tuition assistance.
matching 40IK. stock purchase plan. and

glitters
k

Check Out These Winter Specials„,

15 Words for 10 days,$15
U Words for 10 days, $10
10
1 nder

5 Words for
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•Individualfor sale items only
•Prepayment only
• No refunds for early cancellation
•Includes internet posting & one
day in the Shopping Guide
•Price must be included in the ad

Deadline

Publication Day

more.

Mon. at 11 a.m.
Mon. at 5 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Wed. at 11 a.m.
Wed. at 5 p.m.
Thurs. at Noon

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Benton, KY 42025

Stephens
1 or scheduling N pa:intent, contact Jill
payment to:
and
ad
mail
or
or Julie Brow it at 12701 753-1916

Or Fax:(270)527-2126
Or e-mail: kbast@mediacomcc.cona

NItirrirv 1 edger & times
1040
P0. Km
\Int r,11. k) 420-.1

MEDIACOM is An Equal

opportunfrilgaialiler

Fri. at 11 a.m.

Monday & The Shopper

Pre-employment drug testing and background check required. For immediate
consideration, send resume or apply to:

www.mediacomcc.cow
No Phone Calls Please

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &
Please No Phone Calla

Salary will be commensurate with education and experience. Excellent fringe
benefits are available. Applications are
available at the Calloway County Board
of Education. Please attach a resume,
cover letter, and letters of reference with
the application and send to: Assistant for
Curriculum and Instruction Search,
Calloway County Board of Education,
P.O. Box 800, Murray, KY 42071 on or
before 4:00 p.m., February 4, 2005. The
Calloway County Board of Education is
an Equal Education and Employer
Institution.

Movie Gallery. North America's leading video
retailer in rural and secondary markets, is now
accepting applications for Assistant Store
Manager.

Mediacom
90 Main Street

KY 42071, Attn: Diane
DAYS Inn Now hinng
housekeepers. Apply in
person 517 S. 12th
Street

Play on ""
Looking for a career in Movies171?!
How about incentives such as
'Advancement Opportunities
'Competitive pay
'Benefits (Health, Dental. Vision. 401k)
'Paid Vacations
•FREE RENTALSIllill

*Organization and coordination of office
activities and communications to assist
district-level administrators and other
district personnel
*Assistance with purchasing and processing services and products related to
instruction
*Assistance in processing and monitoring budget and financial reports, using
related software applications
*Coordinating meetings and professional
development activities
*Preparing and maintaining a variety of
reports and records

OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support rep
\100 p
It
odi great phone & corn1/11 UR( I Ils101)1 sl PP( tR I
outer skills Health ins.,
18 paid days off/ yr,
CR1111\ XI 11(11 I 1( DI I
nt plan Send
retireme
R1
1\11
PI RsOS 11
resume to gale CO
or
powerclaim.com
Research,
Hawkins
406 N. 4th St., Murray,
KY 42071
OTR drivers wanted.
111.111 `s()\HMI' Local company, late
BOOKKEEPING
\ Aural t.p..thi I •is,
equipment
model
SERVICES
I. ,inti 01'
Home most weekends
• Partial or
Call 753-3404.
complete service
POSITIONS available:
Persons needed to
• 7 years
work as receptionist
experience
daytime and evening
degree
ss
• Busine
hours. Call 753-9204
• Satisfaction
RN/LPN needed for
guaranteed
busy physician's office.
Salary and benefits
Call
Send
competitive.
7-8332
270-22
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071.
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
61-vocational ministe
of music for blended Company will train. Call
services Send resume M-F 9am-lpm onlyl 1to. P.O Box 1040-1, 800-578-8799
Murray, KY 42071
TAKING applications
for all positions at
Rudy's, 104 S 5th.
Apply in person.

Wages $7.63 hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all
tools and equip. furnished. Housing provided for those beyond commuting.
Transportation and subsistence pay. after
50% of contract completed. Contact local
Dept. For Employment Services.

IE

16.

rir
tAncri:a- nirs
RN

0
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RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N. 2 miles on tight
We buy and sell good used furnIturE-

Murray Ledger & Thaws
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-Drivers, Good things
come to those who
ANNOUNCEMENTS
'Air Traffic Control: No
'Earn Your Degreewet but good PAY
we
ironhome.
needed;
exp.
from
(Inane
•Reacti over 1.000,000
comes to those who
l,
17-34.
grads
753-8501
I-1 S.
Business, Paralega
readers with one call!
DON'T! Why wart for an
Great pay, benefits.
Computers, Networking annual raise when you
Contact the classified
Must relocate CM M-F and more. Financial Aid
can make more now?
A sictiors Highlights department of this
800-284-6289
available, job placenewspaper or call KPS
Start from 34 to 36 cpm
Shift
Pr
Hrs,
and
3200
ment assistance,
Case-IH 5240 MFWD,
at 502-223-8821 for
'Does your iob feel like
and progress to 37 qxn
computers provided.
more information about a prison? Break free
Case-IH 7140 MRID,3900 Hrs, 4 Reverse
within months! Think
Call free (866)858-2121
1505 Diuguid Dri‘e • Murray, KY 42071
-word clasget
25
a
to
°Bay
placing
A&F Warehousing
4000
use
&
3000
and
Ford
•
you don't have enough
Hrs
3600
Case-IH 695,
sified in 74 newspapers paid Get daily
Near MSU $20-50
MISCELLANEOUS
experience? With at
IH 1086 • IH 140
•
1066
•IH
270-753-8556
574
IH
for only $225!
753-7668
deposits. Use your
least 6 weeks of doss
'free 4-Room
JD 3375 Skid Steer • Hahn Hi Boy
computer Call online
A experience, you qualMURRAY Store and
BUSINESS
V System
DIRECT
1-800-940ify for our finishing proLock presently has
PROPERTY TO RENT supplier.
Case-IH 2188 w/Rr Ast, 1700 Hours,
(Inc and Two Bedroom Apartments
includes standard
4948 Ext. 2107
gram- and you jump to
units available 753
Central Heat and Air
Rotor
lty
Months
3
ion.
Specia
,
installat
Tractor
Field
Professional office
34 cprn as soon as you
Accepting Applications
2905 or 753-7536
firm
Large
!
alCinemax
'Financi
&
free HBO
for rent in
have 3 months experiCase-IH 1020..30' Platform - Same As New! space
2-4
with
seeking CPA
Access to over 225
Frankfort Just oft US
ence! Plus we offer
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
ental
time
governm
NEW 0 penny, 10'x15'
Limited
s!
years
channel
Trucks
Bob
•
Truck
127 near 1-64
Int Dsl Tandem Grain
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Time off every 14 days,
units 436-6227/293and NFP audit experioffer S&H, restrictions
Approximately 700
assigned trucks you
4x4 Pickups • Chrysler 300M Sedan
track
der
08-4617
Sharehol
1-800-2
3232
ence.
apply
square feet on second
can take home, comTILLAGE AND PLANTING EQUIPMENT! floor, private bath, clos- potential for successful
PREMIER IIAINISTORplete benefits package,
TRUCK DRIVERS
applicant. Salary comHAY AND TOBACCO EQUIPMENT!
AGE 'Inside climate
ets $600 per month,
monthly bonuses, paid
HELP WANTED
experiwith
te
Colts
mensura
•
Mares
storage
Horses,
control
includes water/sewer,
Registered Spotted Saddle
vacations, weekly payto
Reply
ence.
•Secunty alarmed
electric, gas Call 502driving
roll, passenger program
Alexander & Company, -Advance your
This Will Be An Opr Sale!! Nestixes VW Be Corsi:ping!
*Safe & clean
223-8821
& more. Start 2005 with
career! Increase in pay
1r1
2707
sh.00r
P.S.C.
artr-a
w_i•ma
•We sell boxes!
w
%min - w
BUSINESS
package Contractors & a pay raise! 1-800-2JBBreckenridge Street,
For Platurere a Dotaliati
•We rent U-Hauls.
ES
y needed.
SERVIC
HUNT EOE. Subj to
Compan
ro,
Owensbo
Suite 1,
753-9600
drug screen.
Flatbed- RefrigeratedKY 42303
'Attention
'All Size Units Available
Tanker. Over-the-road.
'Drivers, Over the road,
Homeowners: Display
J
Some regional.
vinyl
35 states. Flat w/sides,
for
homes wanted
T•Now Have Climate Control
RECRUI
38466
ER
27O.62
'TEACH
:;',,.. ...
Commercial Driver's
late model conventionroofs.
R
windows
_
sidingjRC
MENT FAIR- Western
- __ •..- License Training. 1No
als. 3 years experience
terms.
credit
Easy
408 Sunbury Circle
Virginia Public
800-771-6318
52,000 sign on bonus
payments until Summer
ium753-0020
Consort
on
Educati
www.prirneiric.com
Start .34e-.38c mile
2005. Starting at $99
Friday. February 4,
Clow Far Sale
+benefits. Call
1111
'Area CDL-A Training!
month. Call 1-800-2512005 (4:00pm to
commerical prop. tor rent
(800)444-6648
0843
Job placement asst,
Wagon
Club
Ford
1996
,
Saturday
on.
8:00pm)
NEARING completi
call today to see if you
*Drivers: Owner
EQUIPMENT
Chateau loaded, rear
OFFICE space small to 3 bedroom, 2 bath, forFebruary 5. 2005
qualify for state paid
Operators needed!
FOR SALE
s chairs,
suit.
to
captain'
4
finish
A/C,
Will
dining
1:00pm)
huge.
to
and
living
(9:00am
mal
2 Room all furnished
training 800-398-9908
Buccanee
Home weekends! Older
1998
ng,
everythi
tires,
space,
new
use
with
Wareho
room
Center,
Salem Civic
room, great
•Sawmals- $2,695.00 'Attention Drivertrucks, plates available
deluxe. 16x80. 3BR, 2 all utilities, water. elec
long
for
retail
used
works
space,
storage
fireplace. master bath
1001 Boulevard.
LumberMate-2000 &
$1,000- $1,300 weekly. $0.881,mile or 70%
bath. extremely clean. tric, phone and cable
distance travel, excel- LumberLite-24.
Call Larry at
has whirlpool tub and
Salem, VA
included Access to space.
Home weekly.
gross. Call Maxine at
2701489-2525
lent condition Call 767- Norwood Industries
separate shower, covParticipating School
& fitness room. 752-0813
Company- Start
T&T Dedicated
94 14X70 Fleetwood, pool
9442
back
and
ered front
380
$150
also manufactures utiliDivisions will solicit
$400/month,
313¢/mile, 0/0 start
Carriers, INC. 1-8002br. 2 bath, all applihardwood
porch,
ty ATV attachments, log applications to fill 800+
Singles for
Pets &Supple*
$1.05/mile. GREAT
511-0082
ances, W&D, C/H/A. deposit.
floors, vaulted, tray and
skidders, portable
$350 and up plus
vacancies. For a uniMILES. 99% no touch.
Used Truce'
S12.000. 753-9503.
*Need a job? CRST. No
ceilings
foot
10
board edgers and
DOG Obedience
deposit. Call for infor800-321-8176
form job application
experience? No probsplit
97 Clayton 3BR, 2BA.
nt.
Kitchen nook,
equipme
Master Trainer.
forestry
(270)753visit
mation.
ion
informat
and
2004 Stiverado, ext
'Driver- Covenant
lem! No credit check.
in
lots of extras, selling for
lot
large
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floorplan
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woodind
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Free
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ME
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trained 731-352-0037
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$21,000
experienced drivers,
package. Now hiring in
1500
OUT SPECIALS ON
ext3OON
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Apply at 901 Coldwater 731-642
3306 or 270-753-6270
Participating Virginia
0/0, solos. teams &
your area. 1-877-443SIN2004
ALL
construction
NEW
Rd
FARM
school divisions:
F-150,
Graduate students.
Ford
2002
8289
GLEWIDES & DOU1,960 sq. ft. 3BR, 2
MACHINERY/FARM
Allegheny, Bath, Bland. Bonuses paid weekly
apts available for
extended cab, 4x4,
ack & Supplies
BLEWIDES! 3BR
--Star Transport"
has
Master
bath
EQUIPMENT
cy.
Great
occupan
t, Carroll,
te
Equal Opportunity
model.
Botetour
FX4
immedia
Land home packages
Needs inexperienced
room,
Living
whirlpool
Employer 888-MOREPlease call 753-8221
truck, very sharp, must *Aluminum Horse trailCovington, Craig,
HAY square bales
731-584avalabiel
drivers. Home most
eat in kitchen, 2 car
below
7-3729)
PAY (888-66
see, priced
Floyd, Franklin, Giles,
mixed, 40/50 lbs
4 bedroom house. 1.2.
ers 3 year unlimited
9429
weekends, Peterbift
garage on 1 acre
book. $19,500. 44,500 warranty (including
Henry, Montgomery,
3 apts. 753-1252 or $1.50.436-5442
'Driver- Drivers WEST
trucks, shared tuition.
Benton area $112,500
BEFORE you buy. give
miles. Days: 753-6849, roof) starting at
Patrick, Pulaski,
753-0606
01 1-75 'Dedicated
HAY Alfalfa, also pure 443-5771
Good starting pay.
us a try Let us help
nights 753-7966
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0
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$5999.0
or
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Food and lodging proOrcharg
Offenng
your save SSS
County. Salem, and
'01 Dodge ext cab with ing quarters 100%
states, IL & WI • Up to
vided. 1-800455-4682
Bermuda, clean heavy
he best service in the
Vehicles
4 door, V8. brown, financing available
Wythe.
35cpm to start
bales, square or roll, [Dport Wilily
business Keith Baker
*What does our PAY
extra nice, 87K. 270- Sales and Service call
'Hometime/ benefits
can del. 731-695-3444
Homes. Paris 731RAISE mean to YOU?
eAdvocat
"The
le
Incredib
LIKE New!
753-7823
Scott 1-888-781-1000
CDL-A./ 6 months OTR.
or 731-669-7366
1059 Buffalo Rd.
644-0012. 800-533Compare what you
Messenger has an
Land Rover
2003
Deal!
JDC
-5627.
877-687
0 42076
1998 Dodge Dakota,
%e54( word 1,
3568
FINANCIAL
make to what you CAN
immediate opening for
Discovery, 4x4, V-8,
Logistics
118,000 miles, V6,
270-436-5496
Director
make! 1 year expehon
Circulati
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
a
Reel Estate
now
111131
[
Cash
miles.
H$$
10,000
•$$CAS
under
sport, 5spd. $3,500 or
High pay & No ence= $52,000/year
'Driver?
candiul
Like new, has fireplace.
successf
The
n
settleconditio
for structured
excellent
best offer. 1-270-435hedroom apartment
Miles? Get a fresh
More experience?
set-up includes well &
date must be able to
LOT with or withou
ments, annuities, and
Asking only $22,000
-3076
270-293
4335.
nice.
and
start. 2500-3500 mpw.
Ckan
731-584
Call
560,000/ year. 570,0013/
. septic!
give guidance to Home
house near hospital on
insurance payouts.
Call 731-642-7376
48 hours off each
appliances ['winding
'67 Ford Truck, LWB, (800)794-7310. JG
year. MORE? Heartland
9429
Delivery Manager.
Poplar Street. P.O. Box
work
s 14300-441good
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bidding,
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all.
at
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a
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1Pmspect
for gold
4 C,crsageoocesion
8 Subzero
comment
11 Mob scene
13 World's fair
14 Needle hole
15 Planet courses
17 Skirts the issue
19 Filter
21 House wing
22 Exploiter
24 Winter Games
grP
26 Testing ales
29 Queen's truck
31 Atlantic fish
33 Shaggy flower
34 Financial oft
35 — Wiedersehen
37 Pedro's aunt
39 Cast Yo-Yo —
40 NBA official
42 Dutch carrier
44 Dopping
SOUndS

46 Greek war god
48 Acorn bearer
50 Birthday-cake
must
51 Unburdened
53 Like a monarch
55 Crumb
58 Youthful
61 Dublin's loc
62 Opera set
in Egypt
64 Ignore socially
65 Louvre display
66 Screw up
67 Prizm maker
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1 Major
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2 Balloonlea
3 More heroic
4 'Home Alone'
actor
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7 Stir around
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and confusion
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28 Hit hard
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nickname
49 Shish —
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59 Bring action
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Cancer is top
U.S. killer of
under 85 group
By MARILYNN MARCH1ONE
from better drugs to treat heart
problems and control factors
AP Medical Writer
such
as high blood pressure.
For decades, heart disease
has been the nation's top killer. Eyre said.
"There are very effective
Now cancer has taken its place
treatments now, both preventive
for Americans 85 and younger.
The reason is that deaths and once heart disease occurs, to
from both diseases are falling. reduce mortality from it,"
but heart disease mortality has Mano(io agreed.
Cancer death rates have
declined more.
"It's dropping fast enough declined about 1 percent per
that another disease is eclipsing year since 1999. Deaths from
it," said Dr. Walter Tsou, presi- colon cancer and from lung candent of the American Public cer in men are particularly striking.
Health Association.
"They're dropping so fast
"It's good news in some ways
and had in others,- because too that they exceed the impact, of
many people still smoke and are aging,- which increases the likeoverweight, ensuring that both lihood of developing cancer.
diseases will continue to cause Eyre said.
The drop in colon cancer is
deaths that could be prevented.
said Dr. Teri Manolio, director because of screening, which
of epidemiology for the finds and removes growths
National Heart, Lung and Blood called polyps before they turn
cancerous. Still, about half of
Institute.
The news is included in the people recommended for testing
American Cancer Society's don't get checked.
In women, cancer incidence
annual statistical report, released
Wednesday. In 2002. the most has leveled off for the first time
recent year for which informa- after several years of rising.
tion is available, 476.009
"The lung cancer epidemic
Americans under 85 died of can- has peaked in women and we're
cer: 450,637 died of' heart dis- likely to see Stabilizdtibtl oftates
ease.
or a decline from this point on,'.'
That trend actually began in said Dr. Elizabeth Ward,director
1999. but "this is the first time of surveillance research for the
we've looked at this by age." cancer society.
said Ahmedin Jemal, a cancer
Other highlights:
society epidemiologist and main
• An estimated 1.372,910
author of the report.
new cancer cases and 570,260
Only
1.6
percent
of cancer deaths are expected this
Americans are 85 or older, but year. Five-year survival rates
heart disease still claims more have risen from 50 percent in the
lives in that age group than can- 1970s to 74 percent today.
cer.
II Lung cancer remains the
"This is a situation in which biggest killer, projected to claim
neither one of us wants to be No. 163.510 lives this year.
1" because far more deaths
II Some 232,090 men will be
could be prevented, said Dr. diagnosed with prostate cancer,
Rose Marie Robertson, chief and it will kill 30,350.
scientific officer of the
MI About 211,240 women will
American Heart Association.
be diagnosed with breast cancer,
A third of all cancers are and it will kill 40,410.
related to smoking. and another
The report also highlights
third are related to obesity, poor cancers
caused by germs- 1.5
diets and lack of exercise-all million
cases or 26 percent of
factors that also contribute to cancers
in developing countries;
heart disPase.
and 360,000 cases or 7.3 percent
"We want to send the mes- of cancers in developed counsage: Don't smoke, eat right, tries such as the United States.
exercise and maintain normal
These are mostly liver canweight, and see your doctor for cer, caused
by. the hepatitis B
normal checkups," said Dr. and C
viruses: cervical cancer,
Harmon Eyre, the cancer soci- caused
by human papilloety's chief medical officer.
mavirus: stomach cancer,
Smoking among adults fell caused by H. pylori bacteria;
dramatically between 1965 and and AIDS-related cancers,
2000,from 42 percent to 22 per- caused by infection with HIV.
cent. Federal goals are to cut the
"Many of them are highly
rate to 12 percent by 2010.
preventable," especially through
Heart disease sufferers also vaccines for hepatitis and a
have benefited from better surgi- soon-anticipated vaccine for
cal techniques and devices and papillomavirus. Ward said.
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'Troops' at State say goodbye to Powell
WASHINGTON (AP) Secretary of State Colin Powell
said
goodbye
to
State
Department employees on
Wednesday and thanked them
for the successes achieved during his four memorable years as
America's chief diplomat.
Hundreds of department personnel gave Powell a raucous
ovation lasting almost a minute
when he appeared for the
farewell ceremony in the department's main lobby.They applauded for about
eight more minutes as he shook
hands after concluding his
remarks.
With his wife, Alma, standing at his side, Powell spoke to
the gathering from a staircase
that leads to a second floor me/ratline.
You were my troops.
Powell said, evoking memories
of the 35-year military career
that preceded his foray int()
diplomacy
-Even though I'm stepping
down, I will never leave you,"
Powell said. "I will always be
part of this wonderful family."
He spoke moments before the
Senate
Foreign
Relations
Committee confirmed national
security adviser Condoleezza
Rice as his successor en route to
what seems a virtually certain
confirmation by the full Senate.

AP PhoK

Secretary of State Colin Powell waves to a crowd of State Department employees
dur-:
log his farewell address on Wednesday in Washington, D.C.
That had been expected as soon
as Thursday. but Democrats said
they wanted more time, at least
until next week.
As Powell began his remarks,
the season's first snow began to
fall.
His final exit from the State
Department took place early
Wedriesdey afternoon. He will

remain in office until Rice is
sworn in.
Among achievements during
his tenure, Powell cited the
global war on terrorism, NATO
expansion, improved relations
with China, Russia. India and
Pakistan and a doubling of foreign assistance.
Before the late-morning cere-

mony, his staff and senior mem4
hers of the department presented
him with the chair he used in did
White House Cabinet room.
He made farewell phone cal
during the morning to t
French, German and Russi
foreign ministers. He plan
additional calls to foreign I
ers later in the day.
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2005 Century(5 in stock)
2005 Century Limited

PONTIACS
.-_-$16,900
......-...-.$18,900

2004 LeSabre
$17,900
2004 Park Avenue ....._...
$22,900
2001 Le Sabre ...---.-----------.--$11,900
2001 Paric Avenue(2 in stock)
$14,900
2002 Regal IS
.....
11,900
1998 LeSabre
......
1998 LeSabre Limited

CADILLAC
2003 CTS(2 in stock) ----.............---$28,900
2002 Seville SLS(2 in stock) .-------$22,900
1999 Devine
--$12,900

CHEVROLET
2004 Classic(4 in stock) ___-_---$12,900
2004 Malibu LS .....
.----$14,900
2004 Impala
,
-----415,900
2004 Monte Carlo ....-2004 Cavalier
.$11,900
2002 Monte Carlo
$12,900
2002 Monte Carlo SS
_$14,900
2001 Monte Carlo SS
1999 Malibu(2 in stock) .----.-.-.....$6,500

IMPORTS
2005 Nissan Altima(4 in stock)
$17,900
2004 Toyota Camry LE
$16,900
2003 Nissan Altima ....._.___.-...- $15,900
2001 Toyota Corolla __--------......$9,900
2001 Nissan Altima ._.__-------.--$10,900
1995 Mitsubishi 3000 GT_.,...,
47,900

2005 Sunfire
$14,900
2004 Grand Prix GT 1 (3 in stock) ----$16,900
2004 Grand Prix GT 2(2 in stock) _____$17,900
2004 Grand Prix GTP
$18,900
2004 Grand AM
.......
2004 Sunfire
$10,900
2004 Bonneville
___________$17,900
2002 Grand AM GT(3 in stock) --........-._...$13,900

TRUCKS-VANS- SUV'S
2005 Pontiac Montana $20,900
2004 Pontiac Aztek AWD .
___.$16,900
2004 Buick Rendezvous(5 in stock).-----$18,900
2004 Pontiac Montana(2 in stock)
$18 900
2003 Pontiac Aztek
$14,900
2003 Chevy Blazer 4x4 ._
$16,900
2003 Chrysler Town & Country .---------416,900
2003 Pontiac Vibe(2 in stock) .-_-.....-.$13,900
2004 Pontiac Vibe
$14,900
2003 Chevy 2500 4x4 Reg.Cab -------...$19,900
2002 Chevy Trailblazer 4x4(3 in stock) .....
$19,900
2002 Pontiac Aztek AWD
-415,900
2002 Nissan Frontier Ext Cab
$12,900
2002 Pontiac Montana
_414,900
2002 Ford F-I 50 XLT Ext. Cab(2 in stock) .418,900
2002 Buick Rendezvous(3 in stock) $15,900
2002 BMW XS ................ ................---.......-$34,900
2002 Olds Bravada AWD -..--.-.-..-.....-.-$18,900
2002 Chevy 1500 Crewcab
2001 GMC 1500 Ext Cab -.-- --...... ........$17,900
2001 Chevy S-10 Ext.Cab 4x4
$15,900
2001 Pontiac Montana -_.-----$13,900
2001 Dodge Rain Ext Cab 8' Bed
---$14,900
2000 Chevy 1500 LT Ext.Cab
$12,900
1997 Chevy Ext Cab Z-71
$9,900
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'Big day'also big for wedding planners
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
If there is one person in the world that
understands the value of the term trust, it is
a bride.
. Try counting the ways and the list
grows quickly when it comes to how much
of her big day she puts in others' hands. A
few ofthe biggies would be hair and makeup. leaving it to the attendants to be on
time and, for outdoor events, that aspect
nobody can control, the weather. Not to
mention, she is puffing the rest of her life
in the hands of a man she believes will
always have her best interests in mind.
Yes, it can be a very uncertain time for
a young lady, which is why a wedding
planner may not be a bad option. Their job
is to make sure the bride only has to worry
about saying "I do." when the time comes.
And if all goes well, a lasting relationship
is formed.
"It's when they see you at the reception
and feel the need to break away from their
families or from dancing, and they come
over and say, 'Thank you,' and give you a
big hug. That's when you know it was all
worth it," said Daundra Clark, who runs
the Uniquely Yours service in Benton.
"I've got a file filled with thank you cards
from over the years and they all mean a lot
to me.

expecting others to make good on their getting married," said Lynn Douglas of
promises to deliver the day of the wedding. Get-Togethers in Paris, Tenn., which spe"It's not as easy as it looks," said Lexie cializes in wedding decoration."Now, you
Moore, who runs the Mrs. Social wedding can try coming in as little as a week before
planning service in Murray. -There is just and still make it look good, but the sooner
a lot of work behind the scenes that we know what they have in mind, the betnobody really knows is happening, but ter it's going to be, because, depending on
when the wedding is, we may or may not
that's also how it's supposed to be.
have enough materials in stock for you.
"And (accidents) have happened."
"Usually, if it's a wedding in April, May
However, Moore said just because the
unexpected may occur does not mean the or June, we have to have a lot of advance
wedding has to suffer because of it. She notice, because so many weddings are hapsaid how one handles such a moment — pening then."
such as a broken heel on a bride's shoe
Colors usually dictate what direction a
will determine the difference between the wedding planner .will want to take. If a
ceremony proceeding without a hitch or bride already has them selected, the planbecoming a possible subject on "America's ners said a game plan can be formed as
Funniest Home Videos."
early as the first meeting. One planner said
"Plus, if you do well for somebody, oth"I do have a little emergency kit I carry a trend that has developed in the recent
ers may notice and want to use you, too."
with me at all times," she said, noting that years is for brides to come to their first
In other words, the people performing though things may be beyond anybody's meeting with a wedding planner equipped
in front of many guests at a church or large control, the attitude of a wedding planner with three-ring binders loaded with everygathering place are not the only ones feel- is that the end result is still strictly on her thing from magazine articles to stories
ing nervous. In fact, for wedding planners, shoulders. "When (brides-to-be) come to printed from the Internet.
the pressure to succeed begins building me, they are telling me to design their
This allows for better interaction early,
from the moment they are hired for their dream wedding and that's my job. I am as which can lead to the design being set in
services, which usually is long before the hard on myself about this as anybody."
only a matter of weeks, still several
actual wedding date.
As far as wedding-day disasters that can months, even as much as a year or two
Some, like Clark, add the catering and be prevented, the planners contacted said before the date of the wedding. Also, it is a
floral aspects to their repertoire. Others, one thing that can help remove a lot of that good idea for brides to stay in constant
though, are more into the organizational chance is early preparation. And by communication with their wedding as this
side, meaning they also are having to "early," they mean "really early!"
can allow for other ideas to be discussed
understand the trust voncept as they are
"As soon as (the couple) knows they're that could be produced from both sides.
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Something old, something new,
something borrowed...

Something Borrowed!

GREAT FOR ALL YOUR
WEDDING GIFT NEEDS

Odds are, if you're getting married you'll need to borrow money in your near
future for your first home, a new car Or maybe even your own business.
Whatever your financial needs, the professionals at The Murray Bank can

Polish Potter9• Willow Tree

help! All of our loan decisions are made

("Promise" & "Together")

quickly and locally by people you
know and trust, so you won't have a

Lampe I5erger (Special $50 Lamp for ”9.95)

long wait to get something you
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How Barildng Should Be
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Next to Cheri Theater, Chestnut St.• Murray •759-4877
Mon.- Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
•

•

41101

405 South 12th St • 700 North 12th St
Murray,KY 42071
270-753-LOAN
online banking www.thenuirraybankcom
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Registries reflect

casual lifestyles
(ARA)-- Brides building their bridal registries today are thinking twice about china
cabinet classics, turning instead to home items in which the luxury is a bit more casual.
"Five-piece place settings are for my mother's generation," says new bride Julie
Mathers, 31."We wanted gifts that would work with our lifestyle and help make our home
more inviting and luxurious — and luxury for me is a home where my husband and I can
escape from the world."
Like many brides.
Mathers is finding her own
definition of luxury in home
decor items that she says are
embraceable, such as handmade pottery serving pieces
and Egyptian cotton bath
towels. Absent from her registry were more formal items
including fine china, sterling
flatware and silver serving
dishes.
"Silver is fine for some
people, but we wanted gifts
we knew we would use." says
Courtesy of ARA Content
the North Carolina native.
And since Mathers and More and more bridal registries are geared toward
her fiance had separate items to "escape the real world" like patio furniture,
homes before they married grills and comfortable items for the bedroom.

Washer with
Weshym System
It up! its the largest
•achy pair available. It'll wash
to 50 t-shirts! The washer
lks' to the dryer, to take the
esswork out of doing laundry.
StainInspector treats over 65
S of stains, from gravy to
ss. The washer is Energy Star
lified. of course.
rummy Dryer
h DeoOrr` System
dryer surrounds clothes with
ra gentle heat. From silk
ies to rugby shirts, your
thes have never been treated
er. The Harmony washer and
do everything for clothes
cept fold them. And we're
log on that!

"We Service All Brands"

12 East Main St. • 753-1586

— today's average bride is
27 and her groom is 29 — they already had many of the essential items needed to set up a
household. They used their bridal registry to embellish their home, asking for patio furniture and a gas grill for casual entertaining and choosing high-end linens and towels and an
oversized showerhead to make their bathroom a home spa.
"Bridal registries are becoming less utilitarian and more personalized," says Leslie
Gillock from Wamsutta home fashions. "Brides are still using registries to outfit their
kitchens and build their linen closets, but they're also
adding an eclectic mix of home decor items that are fun,
Bridal Registri Tips
Keep these guidelines in
functional and luxurious."
mind when creating a bridal
That's the ease for bride-to-be Lani Britten. "How
registry:
often would I use fine china? In my lifestyle, it's
•Select items from two categories: What you really need - impractical, and my taste will probably change over the
years," says the 28-year-old South Florida bride. "I will
- such as utensils and dishes
-- and what you realty want.
put luxury in my bedroom though," says Britten, who,
registered for high-thread count, 100 percent cotton
$I Give gift givers choices:
sheets, a silk comforter and even a bedskirt and throw
Men might like to buy their
pillows. "Nice sheets will never go out of style," she
buddies a gas grill and girlsays. "Plus, they're something my fiance and I can both
friends will enjoy the decorative selections at home
enjoy."
stores.
Britten is excited about adding soft chenille rugs. a
spa bath pillow and a CD player to her home -- items
•Stock Up: You'll want at
she defines as indulgent yet practical. They will allow
least eight to 12 dinnerware
her to create the bedroom retreat she's always imagined.
place settings and utensils,
three sets of sheets for the
And since Britten and her fiance like to entertain,
master bedroom and enough
they're hoping their bridal registry will allow them to
towels for you and your first
add finishing decorating touches to their home with artguests.
work, outdoor games and barbecue tools.
"We want a nice home,but we want it to be comfortII Check Up: Review your
registries periodically to take
able for us and welcoming to our friends," she says.
off items that you've already
Some day, we may decide we need fine china, but right
received and add new items
now, our lifestyle is casual, and our luxuries unpretenas you better plan your new
tious."
home.
Courtesy of ARA Content
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Something With A 'Ring' To It
, edding rings have been a cornerstone of
wedding ceremonies since ancient
Egyptian times. Every year, thousands of
couples around the world slip them onto
each other's fingers as a pledge of their
eternal love.
In just a few short months, you will be joining the ranks
and slipping a circle of love onto your fiancé's finger, but
first you must find the perfect ring.
The time has finally come for you to choose a wedding
ring for your fiance. Think just any old ring will do? Think
again. With the wide range of styles now available, your
fiance might just want something different than the traditional gold band.
Few couples today purchase matching wedding rings.
Many go for rings that complement each other in color or
shape but have their own unique design. The styles of wed-

..1A7

ding rings for men extend beyond the plain gold band. Walk
into any jewelry store and you'll find textured bands, twotoned bands, diamond bands and more. The choices are
endless.
Men's wedding rings generally come in three shapes:
flat, half round with a flat interior and a rounded exterior,
and comfort fit with a rounded interior and any exterior.
The width of the ring also varies, ranging from four to
seven millimeters. Finishes include gold, silver, platinum
and more. Some rings even feature two-tone finishes. Gold
bands with platinum edges, for example, are popular. Many
rings also come with diamonds.
One popular style has burnished diamonds scattered
around the band and set flush with it, while another features
a channel of diamonds encircling the band.
With such a large variety of rings to choose from, you
may have trouble choosing one for your fiancé. Try to keep

his personality and preferences in mind. If he works outdoors and tends not to wear jewelry, you may want to select
something simple like a plain platinum band, whereas if he
works indoors and wears jewelry, you might go for something a little more intricate.
Don't forget about his activities. Some styles tend to
wear bettei than others. Men who are avid rock climbers
will not fart well with textured or diamond bands. Not only
will dirt get trapped into the crevices of a textured band, but
one nasty blow to a diamond band might loosen or crack the
stones.
To know for certain what kind of ring your fiancé would
like, take him with you and let him pick it out. That way,
you'll ensure he's getting something he'll wear. Then once
the wedding is over, all you'll have to worry about is
reminding him to take it off when he's doing dirty work and
occasionally snatching it from him to clean it.
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FAR LANDS TRAVEL
Complete Lines of:
• Wedding Invitations
•Shower Invitations
• Thank You Notes
Now Featuring

124 North 15th St.• Murray •(270)761-NOTE
Tues.-Fri. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
www.PersonalNoteOnline.com

301 NoRni 12m Si. • MURRAY, KY • 270-753-4646
118 WEST BROADWAY • MAYFIELD, KY • 270-247-8747

Visit us at the Bridal Expo:
Jaunty 29, 2005 • 9 am-5 pm
Carroll enmities Captor • JR's Executive lee, Pailucah, KY
Check For Your Honeymoon With Us...
JAMAICA
Sandals Royal Caribbean - 5 Nights

We will gladly assist you in choosing the perfect
framefor your wedding portraits and wedding invitations,
also available Signature Matsfor Engagement Photos.

All inclusive starting at $2,898.24 per couple

CANCUN
Moon Palace - 4 Nights
All inclusive starting at $2,058 per couple

CRUISE

GALIFRY

7 Nights Cruise Only
Carnival Valor Ship $1,780 per couple

HAWAII
Outrigger Reef on the Beach - Air and Hotel

"The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-4
301 N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019

starting at $2,256 per couple
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Merci!
The wedding was beautiful and the honeymoon was a blast. But now those (unfilled days are over and you're back home.
Time to start your new life, and one of the
first tasks you face is dealing with your
wedding gifts.
Remember that pile of gifts you received
at your wedding? Well, not only do you
have to open them, but you have to thank
the people who gave them to you. and doing
so by phone or e-mail just won't do. A handwritten note on formal stationery is the best
way to say thank you.
Fortunately, thank-you notes don't have
to he long. Most new wives have far too
many things to do than to sit down and write
each of their wedding guests a two-page
thank-you letter. A few sentences of appreciation will suffice. You can also enlist the
help of your husband to complete this task.
Organization is the key to writing thankyou notes. Hopefully, you've been keeping
track of the gifts you have received up to
this point and may have even sent thankyou notes for those already. If you haven't,
now's the time to do so.
Grab a notebook, sit down with your
husband and write down the following for
each gift:
• Giver's name and address
• Where the gift was purchased (if you
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Tips can helpin writing
thank-you notes for wedding gifts

can determine that)
• Description of the gift
• Date the thank-you note was sent
After you've completed this step, you
can start writing thank-you notes. Share the
task with your husband. Let him do the
notes for his family, while you do the notes
for yours. Divide the notes for your friends
between the two of you.
Write your thank-you notes on formal
white or ivory stationery with a blue or
black pen. Neatness is a must. Don't cross
out words or leave messy globs of ink. If
you have some pictures of the two of you,
you may enclose one of those with your
note if you'd like.
Start off your thank-you note with a personal greeting and then name the gift you
received, thank the giver for it and for
attending your ssedding, and tell them how
you plan to use the gift. If the gift was monetary, you don't need to state the amount.
just how you plan.to use it.
Write thank-you notes for the gifts you
received damaged or plan to return the same
as you would for any other gift. Be gracious, warm and appreciative. Do not, under
any circumstance, inform the giver that
their gift was damaged or that you intend to
return it.
Mail your thank-you notes no later than

two to three months after your wedding.
The sooner you get them done, the better.
Not only will the givers appreciate your
prompt response, but they'll be happy to
know you enjoyed their gift and you'll be
relieved to have one more task out of the
way.

Courtesy of AdBuilder
Few people like to write thank-you
notes. but it's a task that's got to be done.
The more organized you are, the better your
thank-you notes will be and the faster you
will finish them.
So grab your stationery and your husband and get busy!

From popping the big question to taking you

to your honeymoon destination, we have you covered...
,
cflamptert)
—L

CONVENTION
CENTER

maw/he Yeirle
.
• Sky Vue Meeting Room — perfect
for bridal showers and luncheons
• Group discounts for 20 or more rooms
• Deluxe hot breakfast served each
morning from 6 — 10 a.m.
• Jacuzzi Suites Available
• Fast, Friendly, Efficient staff

Equipped with TV, VCR, and CD players.
All rates include unlimited mileage.

Call today for
rates and availability!
•

From guest list of5010 500. We have
the venue and the expertise to host your
special day. Paris Convention Center
is your number one destination for your
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Looking For The Perfect Wedding Dress?
Why Not Design it Yourself?
Brides today have more choices than
ever before when they are picking a wedding dress. Many of the old rules have been
tossed out. For example, dresses aren't
always white, they're not always big and
poufy and they don't have to include trains
that go on for miles. A bride can feel free to
choose a wedding dress that fits her body
type and personality.
Are you looking for romantic or racy?
Will your gown be out of a fairy tale or a
fashion magazine? To truly have a gown
that is yours and yours alone, consider making your wedding dress yourself. According
to couture seamstress loAnn Musso, brides
should not be intimidated by the thought of
making their wedding dress.
"The skills needed to make a wedding
dress are all ones a home sewer has used
before," she says. "Set in sleeves are set in
sleeves. Don't let the fact that they're on a
wedding dress make them seem more difficult than they are," she says.
Musso, who lives and work in Dallas,
makes custom wedding dresses as part of
her couture business. While she firmly
believes every bride should have the dress
of her dreams, Musso feels it is also her
duty to help a bride select a dress that will
he flattering. "The bride will have this dress

for the rest of her life to remember her wedding day," she says.
Dress silhouettes break down into four
basic shapes:
A-line, which is narrower at the top, flaring gently wider toward the bottom, works
well on most figure types, and is good for
disguising bottom-heavy figures.
A sheath dress features a figure-hugging
silhouette with a defined waist, and flatters
well-toned bodies.
The mermaid dress is close fitting
through the bodice, down through the hips
and to about mid or lower calf where the
skirt flares out; it is not an easy style to wear
or to move in.
Finally, a ballgown is fitted at the bodice:
with a very full skirt, which can hide, many
figure flaws.
Visit a bridal shop and try on different
styles of gowns. This will help you determine what looks best on you and will give
you a feel for the latest trends. Maybe you
like the bodice of one gown, the embroidery
on another and the fabric on a third dress.
The beauty of making your own dress
means you can pick and choose exactly the
elements you want to include in your perfect gown.
Starting with the right sewing machine

4-i4tt?l2icke?
GOceVisig Aiemokeies
c-That bast (71114CO211.„

_

For All
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oral Needs

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray • 753-0932

.5 important."Today's computerized sewing
and embroidery systems make even a project like a wedding dress much easier than it
used to be," says Gayle Hillert, vice president of education at Bernina of America, a
premiere sewing machine company.
Many fabric stores have bridal or special
occasion sections with appropriate fabrics
and notions. If you don't find what you're
looking for locally, there is a wealth of fabric resources on the Internet.
Also, natural fabrics like silk (a popular
bridal gown choice) wrinkle easily. If that's
a concern for you,consider looking at manmade fabrics or blends.
You may want to make a muslin version
of your dress for fitting purposes. This also
gives you a chance to do a "dry run" on the
sewing. If you have questions about the
construction of the dress, you can work that
out on the muslin, too. There are many
books available on sewing your own gown
that can answer questions and provide tips
and "tricks of the trade" as you go through
the process.
The variety of embellishments available
to'provide the finishing touch for your wedding gown is almost unlimited. Beads, crystals, lace and embroidery are just some of
the options you can use to add a personal
touch to your masterpiece..
Embroidery is especially popular this
season, and with the right sewing machine.
it can be easy to add this special touch to
your wedding gown.
The most important piece of advice that
Musso has for a bride who is making her
own dress is to start early' "If you don't

Courtesy of ARA Content

There are plenty of options that
brides have today for wedding
gowns. Some go for the traditional
white and ''pouty,- while others go
with different shades and colors and
can be taken as an evening gown.
give yourself enough time, it can cause
great deal of anxiety and pressure." And
with all the other details you'll be dealing
with, making your own gown can become
overwhelming.
Courtesy of ARA Content
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Making One-Of-A-Kind Wedding Memories
II brides- and grooms-to-be
want to have wonderful lasting
memories of their big day. And
one way almost every couple
commemorates their wedding
is with a big album full of pictures of family and friends. But
what about the couple that wants a different
spin on the usual wedding mementos,something that will be a truly unique — and
modem — reflection of the beginning of
their married life?
Why not create a wedding CD? All you
need are some basic computer skills, multimedia software and preplanned elements
from your wedding. According to Tom
Wheeler. Interactive Media Design instructor with The Art Institute of Portland,"Your
wedding day often goes by in the blink of an
eye. With so many details to remember, so
many things to do and so many people to
see, it's hard for you — and your guests —
to get a full picture of all of the day's
events."
Whether you have professional photo-

A

graphs, a mix of professional and amateur
shots, or are snapping photos yourself on
Tips to create a wedding CD
the big day, Dick Nosbisch, Public
Relations Director of The Art Institute of
II Talk with your photographer about taking some digital photos at the wedding. Or
Colorado, and professional photographer,
have a friend or family member do so as their gift to you.
says there are a few easy steps to take to
Make sure the digital photos you use are 450-600 pixels in dimensions to fit
make sure your photographs look great.
most people's monitors. and 72 dots per inch (dpi) for monitor resolution.
"Watch what is in the foreground of the
II After the wedding, plan out how you want the CD to work. Sketch a flowchart that
photograph, and avoid anything that is disshows how you want to group images and information together. Do you want to
tracting such as glasses or plates on a table
group items in chronological order as they happened that day? Do you want to
in front of the bride and groom," he says. In
group items by specific events, such as one page for the rehearsal dinner, one
addition, Nosbisch recommends keeping
page for the ceremony, one for the reception, and so on?
the background simple because busy backII Use multimedia software, such as Macromedia Flash or Director, to create the
grounds take the eye away from the subject.
CD. This type of software allows you to easily combine text, graphics, sound and
important.
Most
says
Nosbisch,
video.
"Concentrate on your subject. Let her or
II As you gather your photos, make sure you remember to properly title them within the CD. Years later when you look back on this, you'll be thankful that names
him know if a hair or collar is out of place."
and dates are mentioned for the photos. You can even add special captions that
And don't forget the more traditional
truly personalize the photos and capture the emotions of those moments.
keepsake — the wedding album. Meryl
Epstein, Senior Director of Graphic Design
siic
:leading to your local craft
01 a ,
11111)1C
at The An Institute of Phoenix, says today's
wedding albums can be wonderfully or arts supply store to purchase a plain paper. Using copies of onginals asv,ell as
unique, evocative and surprising, very dif- scrapbook, and customizing the cover with backgrounds will give all the sisuals you
ferent from your mother's or even your fabric or photos instead of choosing a more use a uniform look.
formal album your photographer may offer.
Epstein says if you have a flatbed scangrandmother's.
It's less expensive, and easier to personal- ner, you can scan mementos or photos yourize.
self. Once you have the background placed.
Take your favorite photos or mementos text — whether it's a poem. caption, song
(invitations, newspaper announcements), lyrics 'or your vows — can be dropped on
and head to your local copy shop to make top of it. Get creative — add glitter, jewels
color copies. Make copies of the back- or ribbons to add interest and texture. But
grounds you want to use as well -- whether perhaps the best advice of all, says Epstein.
it's the newspaper from the day you were is to have fun, trust your creative voice, and
married, a collage of cards or congratulato
enjoy the process.
Courtesy of ARA Content

CREATE YOUR WEDDING
WISH LIST WITH US!

Courtesy of Getty Irnages,'ARA Content

Photographs and other images from your "big day" all capture that special
moment. Profession and amateur photographs can offer a unique memory
of your wedding.

Enjoy the satisfaction and
convenience of our personalized
bridal registry services. We have the
things you'll use every day and can
help with ideas to create a home that
is unique by you. Talk to one of our
bridal consultants today for advice
and information about joining out
registry.
Stoneware, stainless & glassware by:
Pfalfgrajf Waechtersbach
and Pier I Exclusive Patterns.

HAIR CARE • FACIALS •• SUGARING • NAIL CARE
AROMATHERAPY • MASSAGE THERAPY
Now FEATURING MAGIC TAN UV-FREE SPRAY
TANNING BOOTH

The Bridal & Gift Registry at

Pietibmports
CHESTNUT ST., MURRAY • 753-1851
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Keeping Your New Life Well Protected
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Once the thrill of the wedding and hone)moon fade into the past. couples must get
to the business portion of their marriage.
Inc% itabl). one of the things that they
w ill face is insurance, where a multitude of
issues must be negotiated. Yet, while it can
be a tedious process. agents say couples
should not he intimidated.
"One of the first things they should know
is that there are no stupid questions." said
Robert Billington. Jr.. president of the
Murray Insurance Company, who said
information is a must for couples, regardless of whether they are young or old.
"It's always going to be the same. We
need to figure out their situation, although.
typically. an older couple is going to be
more experienced with this than somebody
22 or 23."
For younger couples. life, auto and
home/rental insurance will be the among
first things covered when they visit an
agent, with the auto part holding particular
importance. Most brides and grooms own a
vehicle before holy matrimony, and it is
suggested that their policies be consolidated.
"And they need to combine those policies as soon as possible," said David King
of the Insurance Center of Murray. who
even went so far as to suggest that couples
face the auto issue, along with homeowners
and life policies before their wedding day.
"That's something couples don't do, normally, and it is a wise thing to plan a little
for the future," said Marcia Bucy of the
Shelter Insurance Agency in Murray. "And
that's ,a rude awakening sometimes, especially for young people. They think, 'Oh,
I'm never going to die or get hurt. It's just
not going to happen to me.' Well, if something happens,they're left wishing they had
done something about it."
Home owners' insurance is another issue
altogether. If a couple is owning a house, it
has, to have an insurance policy developed
because hanks require it. However, many of

Courtesy of ARA Content

An important part for the new couple is making sure their lives and things are
well insured.
the agents contacted said they have come
across many newlymarrieds who live in
rental places — duplexes, apartments, etc. —
and are not aware of how renters insurance
can provide a safe place to land should trouble strike.
"Let's say I've got people over to watch
the big game, and one of my friends falls on
ice and breaks his neck because I didn't
clear it up. Is that going to be on,the landlord's insurance? No. People don't understand that," Billington said, also suggesting
that couples purchase policies on contents
that could be stolen or damaged in disasters
like fires or storms.
"Most people think,'Oh,I'm renting, so
I don't need a whole lot of coverage
because I don't have a lot of stuff,' but most
get quite surprised when they figure up that,
with clothes, DVDs, televisions and other
things, the total value of what they have
adds up really quick. Having $10,000 or
$15,000 coverage is just a drop in the buck-

et," said State Farm's Mark Lewis.
For young couples particularly, there is
another matter that is gaining more and
more importance when it comes to insurance...credit. Like banks and other lenders,
insurance companies have grown to take a
deeper interest when it comes to a couple's
ability to make payments in various areas,
such as credit cards, cars and utilities.
One agent suggested a young couple
simply borrow a small amount of money for
three months — say wound $1,000 — then
pay it back just to see if they can achieve it.
By doing this, proof of credit worth is established, making the couple more favorable in
the eyes of companies with which they may
have relations in the future.
"They want to see what you can do and
they're asking, 'What kind of risk do you
present?— Lewis said, echoing others who
suggested a younger couple may want to
consider lowering the spending limit on
I tic

Cakes and More
Syeciarizing In Custom Wedding Cakes
BIRTHDAYS•WEDDINGS•ANNIVERSARIES
CORPORATE EVENTS
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From onc-of-a-kind bouvicis
to beautiful giftsfor the bride
8.: her attendants, we hare
just the right selections...

NOW BOOKING RECEPTIONS AND REHEARSAL DINNERS
License #61656
Leigh Ann Steely Grady
237 Tobacco Road
Murray, KY 42071

(270)753-1159
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things like credit cards to help avoid binges.
"Statistically, people with certain characteristics tend to be seen as being of a certain
risk. Say you have a person comes to a company, and he's had several 60-day lates with
his credit card payments. Do you think that
company is going to really be excited about
working with him? Probably not."
Health insurance is, of course, a concern
for everybody these days, and insurance
companies do carry that coverage, while
many people obtain it through their employers. Along with this, though, there is another issue that most couples do not take into
account.
"I think the most overlooked thing is
disability insurance," said King. noting this
works in a case where the bride or groom is
not able to work, due to an injury or illness.
Such coverage can provide between 45 and
60 percent of the gross income lost due to
such a circumstance.
"Let's say you're in a house with two
incomes. You've got your car and your
house taken care of, then something happens to you. All of a sudden,there's just one
income. How are you going to pay for
everything?"
Life insurance is also something that
should not be put on the back burner, especially for couples who plan to be parents.
This is in order to ensure that money will be
left to the children in the event of untimely
death to the parents. It also is advised that
couples establish a will with a trust fund
formed that will keep the money in place
should the parents die when the child(ton)
was at an age where he probably would not
understand financial matters.
Couples also should know that life insurance becomes more expensive with each
passing year, because of mortality becoming more likely, meaning adjustments in
budgets may be necessary. In addition, the
agents said long-term care, though not a
pleasant thought, must at least be discussed
even at a young age, because it would
require a large amount of money to finance,
possibly over several years.
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A Wedding Checklist

10-12 months
✓ Introduce both families and officially
announce your engagement.
V Find out who pays for what and start a budget
V Create your guest list.
V Choose your attendants.
✓ Create a wedding website to share your
engagement.
✓ Send your engagement photo to the local
paper.
V Conduct interviews and hire a wedding coordinator, if applicable.
V Decide if you want premantal counseling.
V Get inspired by thousands of gown photos.
V Start thinking about where you want to honeymoon.
V Visit and book reception site and arrange for
parking.
✓ Visit and book ceremony location, including
your rehearsal time.
6-9 months
V Alert out-of-town guests of wedding date and
send a save-the-date card.
V Find a bridal salon and begin trying on gowns
and veils.
V Get in shape for your gown! Start an exercise
routine.
V Get ideas for great honeymoon locations and
research pricing.
✓ View floral designs and interview fionsts for
style and cost.
V Get menu ideas and start meeting with caterers.
✓ Research wedding photography and review
work of photographers/videographers online.
V Get ideas for music and interview bands or
DJs.
V Finalize flower and decor ideas, and select a
flonst Include specifics of each floral arrangement in your contract.
V Sign a caterer.
V Order your dream gown and veil.
V Shop for and select bridesmaids' dresses.
V Book your honeymoon!
Reserve your bridal suite.
V Consider wedding insurance.
V Finalize contracts with your photographer and
videographer.
V Book your band or DJ.
✓ Browse and purchase gown accessories.
including shoes, lingerie, purse, and gloves.
V Choose your officiant and discuss ceremony
ideas.
✓ Start thinking about all your gift registry
options.
V Reserve hotel rooms for out-of-town guests,
4-5 months
V Start thinking about cultural traditions for your
wedding.
✓ View invitation styles and research proper
wording.
V Get ideas for great-looking and great-tasting
cakes and meet with bakers.
V Discuss menu ideas with your catenng manager.
V Shop for wedding nngs.
✓ Confirm your bridesmaids ordered their
gowns and decide on accessories
✓ Look for the groom's tux and decide what
groomsmen will wear.
✓ Compare pricing, order your invitations and
book your calligrapher.
✓ Purchase rings and send for engraving if
applicable.
V Get ideas for wedding favors.
✓ Make sure to start your wedding registries
before shower invitations are sent.
V Choose your baker and finalize cake.
✓ Reserve rental equipment such as chairs,
tables, tents, etc.
✓ Research and book your rehearsal dinner
location.
V Get ideas for wedding-day hair and makeup.
✓ Choose friends to give readings, perform

solos, etc.
V Give your guest list to shower hostess, and
check that your registry has enough items.
2-3 months
✓ Finalize guest list and submit invitations to
calligrapher.
V Book makeup artist and hairstylist.
V Remember to order your favors,
V Candles, baskets, nng pillow ... it's time to
start browsing and purchase wedding accessories.
V First dance survival: Consider signing up for
dance classes.
✓ Get bridal tips to shape your arms for a
sleeveless gown.
V Schedule your last tasting and finalize menu
V Find gifts for each other, your attendants, your
shower hostess and your parents.
✓ Corifirm tuxes have been ordered for
groom/groomsmen.
✓ Prep for your honeymoon — do you have
everything you need?
V Choose your getaway! Finalize wedding day
transportation.
✓ Take care of business: Look into joint bank
accounts, insurance and merging your money.
V Select your music for the ceremony. cocktail
hour and reception, and review with musicians
and singers.
V Check that there are enough options left on
your registry.
✓ Finalize rehearsal dinner plans and order
rehearsal invitations.
V Mail invitations eight weeks before your wedding day.
1-2 months
V Have your first bridal gown fitting.
V Finalize ceremony readings and songs, and
review with performers.
✓ Order liquor/beverages if not handled by
caterer.
V Meet with your officiant to finalize the ceremony, including attendant formations,
V Begin writing your vows if appropriate.
✓ Begin wnting thank-you notes for showers
and early wedding gifts, and update your registry at the same time.
V Research where to get your marriage license.
V Schedule the bridesmaids luncheon and buy
attendant gifts if you haven't already.
V Find out if your location requires liability insurance.
3-4 weeks
✓ Finalize your Jewelry, which may include
something old, something new, something borrowed and something blue.
V Create a must-have shot list for your photographer and videographer.
✓ Finalize your 'must play and 'don't play'
music lists and review with musicians.
✓ Practice your first dance wearing your bridal
shoes.
V Design and order your wedding program.
✓ Confirm honeymoon travel arrangements,
and give loved ones your itinerary in case of
emergency.
V Call guests who haven't RSVP'cl,
V Pick up your wedding rings.
V Get your marriage license, typically no earlier
than 30 days before the wedding.
V Research how to change your name,
V Mail your rehearsal dinner invitations.
V Meet with your stylist to discuss and test the
perfect makeup and hair for your bridal style.
1-2 weeks
V Have your final bridal gown fitting.
✓ Finalize your wedding-day schedule (including receiving-line order) and share with attendants, parents and all vendors.
V Confirm all of your beauty appointments.
✓ Confirm pick-up times, schedules and
addresses with your wedding-day transportation.
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V Pick up your bridal gown and make sure all of
your accessories are together.
✓ Pick up the groom's outfit, make sure it fits.
and gather all of his accessories togetner
V Finalize your vows for the ceremony
✓ It's time for you and your groom to get your
hair colored and tnmmed. (Don't wait until two
days before the wedding!)
V Confirm final headcount.
✓ Give final attendance numbers to vendors
and confirm final date and time for deliveries
and pick-ups after the wedding.
V Pack for your wedding night and honeymoon
V Create a 'wedding box' to gather your ceremony accessories (marriage license. candles
ring pillow, basket, guest book) and assign
someone to transport.
✓ Prepare a "reception box' for accessories
such as guest books,cameras, toasting goblets.
cake toppers, etc., and assign someone to
transport.
✓ Prepare all your guest favors for transportation to venue and assign someone to move
them.
✓ Finalize your seating arrangements (making
sure you involve both sets of parents) and submit to caterer.
V Prepare placecards.
✓ Confirm dates/times/locations for all photo
and video sessions the day of the wedding.
✓ Confirm dates/tmes/locations with all vendors.
The Day Before
✓ Prepare a list of payment envelopes —
including tips — earmarking who is responsible
for disthbuting to vendors.
✓ Hand out assignment lists and checklists to
ensure everyone knows their tasks, including
person responsible for transporting gifts
✓ Hand out ceremony box to appropriate person.
✓ Hand out reception box to appropriate person.
V Hand out favor box to appropriate person.
V Assign someone to mail your announcement
cards.
V Gather together your gown, accessones, and
emergency kit.
V Get a manicure, pedicure, and massage.
✓ Rehearse ceremony with officiant and wedding party.
The Wedding Day
✓ Your day has arrived! You may be nervous.
but try to eat breakfast and drink plenty of fluids
V On your wedding day, take a lavender bath -it's very relaxing.
V Be sure to wear a button-down shirt on your
wedding day for your hair and makeup appointments.

over 2,000 patterns
to choose from,
plus cookware and more...
where are you registered?

Located in the
University Square next
to the Mane Event
12th St. •(270) 759-2100

After The Wedding
V Get your gown cleaned and preserved
V Preserve your bouquet
V Write and mail your thank-you notes.
V Complete your name-change kit.
V Check into your store's bridal registry completion program.
V Meet with photographer and videographer to
finalize albums and video.
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Scrapbooking Is A Special Way To Chronicle Special Day
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A wedding is one of the most personal
moments in a couple's life — and an album
chronicling the event can be just as personal. thanks to an increased availability of
scrapbooking materials.
"It's more personal than a regular wedding album," said Katy Gorrell, who manages Remember when ... Scrapbooking in
Murray. it incorporates more of what you
are feeling."
Personalizing is the key because there is
no right or wrong way to make a scrapbook.
People often choose to use black, white
and silver as the dominant colors in their
wedding albums, but creating a scrapbook
gives people more freedom to incorporate
colors that fit with their wedding scheme.
That ma mean bright colors to match summer flowers and colorful bridesmaid dresses. autumn shades to complement a
September wedding. or dark tones to go
w ith a candlelit ceremony.
Creating a personal album gives people
opportunity to journal thoughts and memories. going beyond just displaying pictures.
it is a way to remember what happened
in that day.- Gorrell said. "Writing down
those stories is a good w ay to remember the

emotions that don't always come through in
a regular album."
Growing up, Courtney Vanover used the
basics of scrapbooking to display pictures.
but the first event she captured in a thorough scrapbook was her Jan. 23, 1999, wedding. She kept pictures stored in a box until
she created the album about a year later. She
journaled funny stories, feelings and identified the family and friends, many of whom
were from out of town.
"I look back at it now, and it's a good
memory," Vanover said recently while
working on a family album. "but I could
redo it and it would be a lot better."
'Advise for new scrappers? Vanover, a
Murray Middle School teacher, is quick to
point out she had more fun compiling pictures. brochures and ticket stubs from her
honeymoon to Big Cedar Lodge, Mo.
"Start with the honeymoon," Vanover
said. "It's more fun and there's more room
to have fun with it."
High expectations for her wedding
album makes Amber Butler work on her
wedding album, which has a lot of purple
tones to match the ceremony, periodicall.v
rather than just focus on that project.
Recently Butler. a fifth-grade teacher in
Paris. Tenn., was at Remember when .
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Complete Wedding Needs
For 2 toto 200 Guests!
• Officiants •, Dressing Facilities
• Sound System & Music
• Lavish Grounds for your Unique Photos

for more information,
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Amber Butler, a teacher from Paris. Tenn.. works on a scrapbook recently at
Remember When ... Scrapbooking in Murray. She periodically works on her
wedding album but she said she often works on other projects that aren't as
stressful.
Scrapbooking working on an album with
pictures from different college events.
"It's stressful when I work on it." Butler
said of her wedding album."But this is fun.
I'll go back to it."
Butler isn't alone in waiting to preserve
that special day. Wild Raspberry owner
Bonnie Raspberry said she sees her customers creating wedding albums well after
the actual ceremony. More often these
albums are contemporary and incorporate a
lot of joumaling. And people want to create
the scrapbooks themselves, she said.
"They may want someone to do another
one for them sometime, but they want to do
their own wedding," Raspberry said.
People have called scrapbooking a trend,
but Raspberry said she doesn't expect creating wedding albums to go by the wayside.
"There is someone getting married every
week, it seems," she said. "A lot of people
just getting into scrapbooking haven't done
theirs from years past so we have those people too."
Scrapbooking stores also have materials
and ideas for homemade invitations, ceremony programs, thank you notes and party
favors. Any personal touch is appreciated
on such a special day — and in the days to
come.
Even creating the album became a memory for Gorrell, who chronicled her

December 2003 wedding to Chad. She said
a lot of first-time scrappers will choose their
wedding as a project because it is an event
with definite beginning and end.
"Putting the wedding scrapbook together
was special because it was the first time
Chad saw me scrapbook," Gorrell said.
"Doing your own or making one for a gift is.
meaningful because it's an act of love either
way."
Maid of honor Jamie Bell and a group of
girls are showing their love for Christie
Foley, who is getting married Saturday in
Martin, Tenn., with a scrapbook they are
compiling. Eight bridesmaids and about
seven other friends each created a page or
two for Foley.
"I scrapbook, so I thought it would be
nice," Bell said. "Plus when I get married it
would be something I'd appreciate."
Bell, who recently graduated from
Murray State University with a master's
degree in mass communication, was in a
wedding of another friend who made small
albums for the four bridesmaids.
"It was touching," she said."The bride is
so stressed out at that time and there is a lot
for the bridesmaids to do. It meant a lot she
had asked us to be in the wedding and took
the time to make those albums that showed
we were her friends in the past, present and
future."
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What's A Father To Do?
The Father Of The Bride Or Groom Plays A Vital Role
Its Sunday morning. You're sitting at the
kitchen table drinking a cup of coffee and
reading the newspaper when the phone
rings. It's your daughter and she's bubbling
with excitement. Her boyfriend proposed
last night and she accepted.
In a few months your little girl will be
getting married.
There's so much to plan, so much to do.
As father of the bride, you probably won't
be involved much in the planning, but there
are a few duties that you and the groom's
father may be asked to perform and should
start preparing for now.
According to tradition, the father of the
bride hosts the engagement party and gives
the first toast. Of course, if your daughter
and future son-in-law live far away or
choose not to have an engagement party,
you may forgo the toast. Be prepared, however. You may be asked to give a toast later
at the rehearsal dinner or the wedding
reception.
The father of the bride usually pays for
the wedding, too. However, with the rising
costs of weddings today, this may not necessarily be the case. Depending upon your
financial situation and the bride and
groom's wishes, you may pay for the entire
wedding yourself or share the costs with the
groom's parents or the bride and groom.
Tradition also dictates that the father of
the bride escort her down the aisle.
However, as with paying for the wedding,
the tradition may be altered. Your daughter
may choose to walk down the aisle by herself or ask you and your wife to accompany
her. Whatever she chooses, be gracious and
follow her wishes without complaini
In addition to walking the bride down the
aisle, the father of the bride stands in the
receiving line greeting guests. You will be
welcoming people from both your side and

rtesy of AdEluider

your new son-in-law's side, so don't be
afraid to introduce yourself or your family
and friends.
The father of the bride may also be
involved in the couple's first dance, cutting
in on the groom and dancing with his
daughter first and then later with his wife
and the groom's mother. Depending upon
what the bride and groom have planned,
you may be asked to dance with a number
of people, so put on your dancing shoes and
be ready to give it a whirl. If you can't dance
or you're feeling rusty, you may want to
enroll in a dance class.
These are just some of the major duties
that the father of the bride is often responsible for. Traditions were made to be broken,
though, so don't be surprised if you find
yourself doing other things. Your duties will
vary according to the bride and groom's

wishes, as will those of the father of the
groom.
Traditionally, the father of the groom
hosts and pays for the rehearsal dinner.

Today, however, the father of the groom
may share the cost and responsibility of
hosting the rehearsal. dinner with the bride
and groom and her parents. It is generally
up to the bride and groom as to how much
the father of the groom will have to contribute to the rehearsal dinner.
The father of the groom may also be
asked to give a toast, either at the rehearsal
dinner, the wedding reception or both. He
may also be asked to stand in the receiving
line, welcoming -guests and making introductions, and to take part in the couple's
first dance, cutting in on the bride's father to
dance with the bride.
As mentioned earlier, the (Imams of the
father of the bride and the father of the
groom vary according to the bridal couple's
wishes. In some weddings, for example, the
father of the groom escorts the groom down
the aisle, while the father of the bride helps
light the Unity candle or reads a passage of
scripture.
Whatever duties you are assigned, try to
take them in stride and carry out the bride
and groom's wishes with a smile!

Why Should you Hire
A Wedding Consultant?
•You're getting married several miles away from
where you live.
.Your current responsibilities limit your time to sift through
bakers, florists, photographers and caterers.
•You have never thrown a bash for 150 people.

Lexie Moore
can plan the
wedding of
your dreams!

Najie's Gifts presents...

WEDDINGS to REMEMBER
2005 BRIDAL SHOWCASE
Sunday, Jan. 23
1-5 p.m.
missed , Paris Landing State Park
Convention Center
Najie's Gifts • 112 E. Washington St. • Paris, TN
731-642-1956 www.najies.com
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Congratulations.
You've been asked to be the best man at
your brother's wedding. You're honored and
look forward to almost all of your duties,
except for making the first toast at the wedding reception. You don't have a way with
words and you definitely don't like speaking
in public. The last time you gave a speech
was 10 years ago in your college speech
class. Relax. Making a toast is not as hard as
you might think.
Just follow these tips and you're sure to
do well.
Although it might be more to your liking,
mumbling,
and
up
standing
"Congratulations." just won't do. Your toast
should be at least three to four minutes long,
so you're definitely going to have to put
some thgaght into it.
Most toasts generally consist of four
parts. a purpose, a thank you, a personal
story or two, and the toast itself. The first
and second parts are easy. All you need to
do is introduce yourself, explain your relationship to the groom, indicate that you are
there to offer your congratulations to the
couple and thank the wedding hosts. •
The third part is a bit trickier. You will
need to get more personal and tell a story or
two that reveals something about the couple. Once you get through this phase, the

Courtesy of AdBuilder

fourth part is a breeze. You simply wrap up
the toast by offering your congratulations
and best wishes to the couple.
Now that you are more familiar with the

basic parts of a toast you can start to compose yours. Try to keep what you have to
say brief but meaningful. There's nothing
worse than listening to a 20-minute speech

full of insignificant ramblings. Use examples to back up your remarks. Don't just say,
"The couple is great together," and leave it
at that.
Tell a story that illustrates how well suited the two are for each other. Be specific
and keep your audience in mind. Identify
the woman you keep referring to as the
groom's aunt and steer clear of inside jokes.
Not everyone will be privy to them. Keep
the tone of your toast light and refrain from
saying anything negative. Don't kid around
and call the groom "a slob." Negative
remarks, no matter if they are said in jest or
not, are not a good way to commemorate a
wedding day.
Once you've written your toast, invite a
friend over and deliver it to them. Get their
feedback and take their suggestions seriously. Make any revisions necessary and then
practice it often. Practice in front of the mirror and in front of your friends and family.
Use note cards if you need them, and if people seem to have a hard time hearing you.
see if you can have a microphone available
at the reception.
Making a toast doesn't have to be a
mind-rattling event. With careful deliberation and practice, you can make a toast that
everyone will appreciate and remember for
years to come.
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TUXEDO RENTAL

Wedding Items
Candelabras
(Brass & Silver)
Arches
Gazebo
Invitations
Tuxedo Rental
Kneeling Bench
Columns

Candelabras
Hearts•Spirals• Unity
7-Lite Adjustable 9-Lite Tree
10 Lite Attachment
15 Lite Arch * 29 Lite Tree • 21 Lite 3 Tier
Heart Fans * 9 Lite Cascades Garden Lamps

Aisle Runners
Unity Candles
Guest Books
Brass or Silver Candelabras (Limited Pieces available)
Birdseed Bags
Bubbles
Garters
Wilton Cake
Decorating Supplies

30x60
30x45
30x30
Other Sizes Available

Reception Items
Outdoor Air/Heat
Units
Tables
Chairs
Table Linens
Outdoor Lighting
Fountains
Trays
Cake Stands

2375 E. Wood St. • Hwy. 79 N.(across from Peppers Dr.) Paris
642-9441 • Hours: 9-5 Mon.-Fri.; 9-12 Sat.

Napkins(In Store
Printing)
Ice Sculptures
Punch Bowls
Toasting Glasses
Cake Tops
Cake Server Sets
Plates
China
Crystal
Silverware
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Don't Let Disasters Ruin Your Big Day
he sun is shining, birds are
chirping and the bride is beaming as she walks down the
aisle. In a perfect world, this
would be the setting for every
wedding; but in reality, that is not always
the case.
In 2004, hundreds of weddings across
the country were ruined or postponed by
disasters, both natural and man-made.
Seven hurricanes made landfall in the
Southeastern United States this summer
causing widespread damage and interruptions. Sixteen states experienced flooding
had enough to make it onto the Federal
Flood Report; there were wildfires out
West; and rockslides in Colorado.
And those are just the natural disasters. There were also fires set either intentionally or accidentally at churches, synagogues, hotels and banquet halls; flights
that had to be cancelled because of engine
problems or bad weather; people who got
into car accidents; cars that wouldn't start
and the list goes on.
"You never know when something will
Courtesy of Corbis Corporation
go wrong which is why you should proDisasters
have
a way of happening
tect yourself by buying wedding insurance," says Robert V. Nuccio, exclusive In the most inopportune times.
program administrator for the Fireman's canes made landfall in Florida," says
Fund wedding insurance program.
Nuccio. "For a while there it seemed like
"Everyone has car and homeowners every week there were evacuation orders
insurance, but wedding insurance is in place. A lot of events were cancelled
something most people don't even think because they were in evacuation zones:
about until it's too late."
others because the facilities were
With the national average for wedding destroyed in a storm. The people who didexpenses now around $20,000, more fam- n't have insurance lost a lot of money."
ilies are seeking to protect their investFor those who say 'my wedding isn't
ment from unforeseen glitches. Nuccio happening during hurricane season, or
points out a policy costs the same — $195 even in a place hurricanes will strike,'
and up depending on your coverages — Nuccio offers this example: "Your wedwhether you buy it six months or two ding may be in May; you booked the
weeks before the event; but by waiting, facility in December; but what if a month
you run the risk of not being insurable.
before the ceremony, the facility was
"A lot of people were out of luck this destroyed in a fire, flood, or tornado?
past summer when a total of four hurri- What would you do?" asks Nuccio.

T
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"The Store For The Ultimate Gift"

bridal Regi5tri9 • Silver JeweIr9
s • Potter9
Mexican Items • Home fashion Items

270-767-0007 • 400 Main St. • Murray, KY 42071

Without insurance, you'd most likely lost, stolen or damaged.
lose your deposits and have to pay a lot
MI Gifts — This coverage is intended
more to secure a different facility. If you to protect you against damage, theft or
had a policy covering cancellation or loss of your wedding gifts.
postponement, you'd be in good shape.
III Rental property — If you are rent"Most people also opt for coverage of ing chairs, tables, or tents for the wedthe additional expenses associated with ding, this will cover the value if somearranging alternative services," says thing gets lost, stolen or damaged.
Nuccio.
IN Personal liability — The majority
Among the other coverages avail- of banquet halls require party hosts to
able...
supply them with liability coverage.
•Photography — If you elect this including Host Liquor Liability.
coverage and the photographer fails to
"This isn't always spelled out very
appear or the negatives are lost, damaged well so make sure you read your rental
or stolen, the cost of re-shooting the event agreement carefully,- says Nuccio. "I've
will be covered. The policy will pay to fly had clients find out they need it at the
or drive the wedding party back to the very last minute, and it's more expensive
event location, put them up in a hotel. to acquire on very short notice."
feed them, redress them, re-rent the facilThere is wedding insurance available
ity, rehire a photographer, buy a new for just about any situation you can think
cake, buy new flowers, re-shoot the event, of. "Except for cold feet," says Nuccio.
then drive or fly the participants home.
"Change of heart is not covered."
III Special attire — If your wedding
He points out that similar coverage is
gown or the attire of attendants is lost, available for other social events, includdamaged. or stolen, or the bridal shop ing bar mitzvahs; anniversary, birthday
goes out of business, this coverage will and engagement parties; and baby showprovide for repair or replacement.
ers.
III Jewelry — This coverage allows
Courtesy of ABA Content
you to repair or replace jewelry when it is
•
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We Cater To Your Needs For:
Weddings, Rehearsal Dinners, Birthdays,
Social Gatherings, Corporate Functions, And More

Geurin Cakes & Things
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Owner - Vicky Geurin

229 Geurin Rd.• Murray

(270)436-2199
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The big day is approaching fast. In a couple of months,
you'll be getting married. You've been planning for it for
months and you've got everything in order-the church, the
reception hall, the music, the flowers, the dress, the shoesbut what about your hair? Do you know how you're going
to wear it on your wedding day? If not, now's the time to
decide.
Before you dash out and pick up some hairstyle magazines, take a look at your hair's condition. What kind of
shape is it in? Is it silky and shiny or dull and dry? How is
the color holding up? No matter how great of a style you
choose, if your hair is in bad shape, you're not going to look
your best.
Set up an appointment with a stylist and ask them to look
at the condition of your hair. Follow any recommendations
they have for improving it. Once your hair is healthy, you
can move to the next step, selecting a hairstyle for your
wedding day.
Start by thinking about how you'd like to wear your hair.
Traditionally, brides wear their hair up, but today many are
choosing to wear their hair down. If you have medium to
long hair, you may pull it back into a bun, a chignon or a
braid or wear it long and curly or sleek and straight. If you
have short hair, you may wear it curly, wavy or sweep it
back with bows, clips or combs.
Now that you have an idea of how you'd like to wear
your hair, grab some hairstyle magazines, flip to the bridal
section and start looking. Keep your veil in mind as you
browse through the pages. If your veil is intricate, you may
want to choose a simple hairstyle that won't compete with
it. whereas if your veil is simple, you may opt for a more

sophisticated hairstyle that will show it off.
Avoid choosing a style that will require radical changes.
Perming or dyeing your hair right before your wedding will
not only make your guests do a double-take but could pose
other styling problems. Your hair may not take to the perm,
while the makeup you planned to wear as a brunette may
clash with your new blonde tresses. Try to select a style that
will require subtle changes and accentuate your features
and attire.
Once you find a hairstyle that you like, clip out pictures
of it and make another appointment with your stylist for a
"run-through" three to four weeks before your wedding.
Don't forget to bring your clippings, veil and any other hair
accessories you plan to wear. If you would like to experiment with a certain cut or color, now's the time to do it. That
way, your stylist will have enough time to make any necessary adjustments. If your highlights don't quite turn out the
way you'd like them, for example, your stylist will have the
chance to redo them.
Be honest with your stylist about the results. If you don't
like something about your hairstyle, say so. Don't bring it
up the day of your wedding and expect them to fix it then.
Chances are they'll have other clients and won't have the
time. Once you're satisfied with your hairstyle, take photos
of it so your stylist can duplicate it more easily on your
wedding day.
Avoid the pitfalls of a bad hair day. Plan ahead for your
wedding do. Choose a style that will accentuate your features and complement your attire and give your stylist the
chance to do a run-through.

Courtesy of AdBudcler

Brides should start thinking about how they want
to wear their hair for the wedding, and it is important to keep your veil in mind, too.

Formal Wear & Limousine

Wedding Gowns 112 Price!
'Tuxedos (5 paid grooms free) - All Styles Available
•Wedding Gowns - May Purchase or Rent
•Bridesmaids & Flower Girl Dresses (Discounts w/tuxedos, purchase or rent)
3 Days/2 Nights Honeymoon Package

iwt 2005 gioRaway jx.frt.avagatua.
* Brides come in for a free consultation and receive a gift and register for a
3 day/2 night vacation package.(Your choice of 70 locations)
* Wedding Tuxedos - Free Rental * Free Wedding Gown Rental
* Wedding Planner * Cake Topper * Free Limousine

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
1-270-759-5000

Visit Our
Website at:
mrjsladyjs.com

Nationwide
1-888-367-6757
1-888-958-9879

607 South 4th St.• Murray • 753-8809
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For The Record
Origins Behind Some Of Weddings'Interesting Traditions
Congratulations, you're getting married. Soon, you'll be buying your dress.
As a non-traditionalist, you want something other than a white dress, but
everybody is arguing with you that white
is tradition. But where did this tradition
come from?
Let's take a look at the origins of
some wedding traditions, and while
were at it, some bridal/wedding numbers from the Guinness Book of World
Records:
• In 1840, Queen Victoria wore the first
white wedding dress. Before then, the bride
wore her best dress.
II The ancient Greeks and Romans believed
that a veil protected a bride from evil spirits.
•In 1858, Phncess Victoria had Wagner's
"Bndal Chorus" played during her wedding
procession.
•In a Christian ceremony, the bride stands
on the groom's left because in ancient times
he needed his right hand free to fight other
suitors.
•Tiered cakes began as a game in which
the bride and groom would try to kiss over a
steadily growing cake without knocking it
over.
•Spartan soldiers held the first stag parties
to signify the end of their bachelor days.

•Something blue symbolizes purity, fidelity
and love.
II Something old symbolizes a continuity
with the past.
•The groom carries the bnde across the
threshold to protect her from evil spirits that
may be lurking below.
II The word "honeymoon' first appeared in
the 16th century. "Honey" referred to the
sweetness of a new marriage and "moon" to
the fact that the sweetness would fade like
the moon.
•Engagement and wedding rings are worn
on the fourth finger of the left hand because
it was believed that a vein in that finger led
directly to the heart.
II In Roman times, the bride wore a girdle
tied in knots that the groom later untied, thus
came the phrase 'tie the knot."
• According to Greek culture, tucking a
sugar cube in your glove sweetens the
union.
•In the Hindu tradition, rain on the wedding
day is considered good luck.
II To ensure that she won't do without, a
bride in Sweden puts a silver coin from her
father and a gold coin from her mother in
each shoe.
IN Wearing robes with embroidered cranes is

a symbol of fidelity in marriages in Asia.
•In Denmark, the bride and groom crossdressed to confuse evil spirits.
MI The oldest bride was Minnie Munro. She
was 102 when she marned 87-year-old
Dudley Reid on May 21, 1991.
•The oldest groom was Harry Stevens. He
was 103 when he married 84-year-old
Thelma Lucas on December 3, 1984.
•The largest wedding cake weighed 5,334
pounds and was five tiers high. The cake,
located at Universal Studios in Orlando,
Fla., was created for the wedding of the animated characters Shrek and Fiona from the
movie Shrek in 2003.
• The most expensive pet wedding took
place in 1996 at a disco in Thailand. The two
diamond-eyed cats wore matching outfits. pounds, had 848 pages and cost $5.53.
The wedding cost 410,979 Thai Bhat •The first diamond engagement ring we:
presented to Mary of Burgundy in 1477
($16,241).
IN The most expensive wedding dress cost Archduke Maxmillian.
•The largest mass wedding ceremony in E
$7.3 million.
•The largest wedding banquet took place prison took place in the Caradtru Prison ir
on September 7, 1995: 150,000 guests Sao Paolo. Brazil, in June 2000: 12(
attended a luncheon hosted by Jayalalitha inmates were marhed.
Jayaram, former Tamil Nadu chief minister, The next time you want to do something ir
your wedding your way and someone whip
for her foster son's wedding.
• The heaviest magazine was the out that old phrase, "It's tradition.' you'l
December 2001 edition of Sposabella, an know what to say and.who to blame for start
Italian bridal magazine. It weighed 5,692 irig
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Your Wedding Should
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Call For Free Consultation

270-247-0706
Custom Cake Design
For All Occasions

VISIT OUR WEBSITE!
General Tire Plant
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From bridal bouquets to special
occasion arrangements,
we have the perfect flowers for you.
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Drape reception tables with fishnets. For
f you're like most brides-do-be.
centerpieces, fill goldfish bowls
tabletop
your
about
g
dreamin
you've been
with blue-tinted water and floating candles.
wedding day since you were a
real authenticity, surround them with
For
young girl. Whether it's a lavish
sand.
play
be
will
it
affair,
intimate
gala or an
A "match made in heaven" can be celeone of the most important days in
brated with a celestial wedding. Drape
your life. To the tiniest detail, it
lights in lengths of dark blue tulle
twinkle
•
must be perfect.
from ceiling to floor. Sprinkle
drape
and
If your big day is looming on the horistar confetti on tables covsilver
and
gold
make
to
ion, consider personal touches
ered in midnight blue cloths.
your dream vvedding a reality. Start when
Make candlescape centerpieces by placconsidering the decor for the location of
pillar candles of different heights on a
ing
n
receptio
the
as
well
the actual wedding as
round mirror and dust with iridescent glitor party to be held afterwards.
ter.
the
as
Wedding designs are as varied
Even if you don't live in a snowy clia
around
plan
Some
es.
brides themselv
mate, you can make guests at your winter
color palette. For others, the season or '
wedding shiver with delight. Bunch shimStill
on.
location may provide the inspirati
mery white tulle around the altar or buffet
a
as
such
theme,
a
for
opt
others may
to replicate snowdrifts. Attach
tables
. beach party or celestial heavens.
g snowflake ornaments randomly
sparklin
varia
are
there
Whatever your choice,
to the tulle.
ety of ways to bring it to life.
For centerpieces, place large pillar canIf you can't take the wedding party to
with multiple wicks in shallow glass
dles
wedyour
to
beach
the beach, bring the
bowls and surround with loose imitation
ding. Make large bows in coral and sand
Blue and white icicle lights will add
snow.
flat
colored ribbon and attach a starfish or
of starlight on a cold winter night
feel
the
markpew
as
them
Use
shell to the center.
party.
to your
•
ers or above doorways.
Now that you've gotten into the exciteRent potted palm trees or purchase faux
of doing it yourself, don't forget the
ment
the
to
entrance
the
at
them
ones and place
details. Hower girl baskets, ring
smaller
church and around the reception hall.

I

and add a bow at the top or on both sides
of the handle. Fill with artificial rose petals
(or imitation snow for a winter wedding)
for your flower girl to scatter as she precedes you down the aisle:A small nosegay
of silk flowers would make a lovely take
home gift for her and start her dreaming
about her own wedding!
Small cookie cutters make great napkin
rings. They come in all shapes: stars and
crescent moons work well for a celestial
theme, as do palm trees or fish for a beach
party.
Many brides like to give favors to their
guests. Three or four star shaped tea candles wrapped in tulle and tied with curling
ribbon make useful gifts for guests at a
heavenly wedding.
Courtesy of ARA Conten
Blow-up beach balls and plastic pail
Anything from bows to centerpieces
shovel sets add a touch of whimsy to a
and
to flower baskets to guestbooks to
and surf theme. Or print thank you
sand
napkin rings to guest favors can
notes on parchment paper, roll them up and
reflect the theme of your wedding,
tuck into the necks of small glass bottles.
as well as your and your soon-toSmall snow globes make charming
be's personalities.
mementos of winter nuptials.
Whatever style you choose for your
bearer cushions, guest books — even napyour
of
unity
, your guests are sure to appreciate
the
to
add
wedding
all
—
kin rings
the time and thought you've putinto it and
wedding theme and provide the finishing
you'll create memories for you and your
touches.
For instance, spray paint a small basket family that will last a lifetime.
Courtesy of ARA Content
in a color that coordinates with your
ribbon
satin
with
theme. Wrap the handle

Beautt

Your Dream
‘17Wecisciine Begins Tierel
Find the dress of your dreams
among our unique selection of
wedding gowns, bridesmaid
and flower girl dresses.
We also offer:
*Tuxedo Rental
•Wedding Invitations
•Head Pieces
•Pageant Dresses
•Layaway Available
ment
Open: Thurs.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m. and by appoint

731-247-3959 • 731-247-5422 • 731-247-6150

13etty's`3ridal eottage
the signs.
Located on Morris Road, Puryear, TN; off of 641 S., follow

Cry Ever after

Before saying "I do," visit Merle Norman for a
personalized bridal consultation. We'll determine an

ideal skin care regimen to help you create a blushing
bridal glow and select the right makeup shades for
your special day. Get that picture-perfect look-set
up an appointment today!
908 South 12th Street • Bel-Air Center
Murray •(270) 753-6926
1931
Merk \o,m,(osractu. Scuchos haw been trOrprnikn(1) owned and operated vane

MERLE

noRmAn

We hare the perfect place
for your wedding guests.
'Wedding Group
Rates
•Suites For The
Bride & Groom

•Hot Tubs

Amen Host
Inn
'w
•

•Sauna
"Meeting Room
Facilities
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